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ALHUQUEHQUE. NEW MEXICO, MONDAY

VOLUME 20

SWARMING THE BEES

MR. BRYAN IS

DISCONTENT

SURPRISED AT

IN LABOR'S

Said

the Traveler,

AHEAD

OP ALL

HIS

Standard

if'

,j

MM0Wk

MAIL

A

great Kentucky "Home Coming"

f

Meriden, Conn., June 11. The cen-- i
tennial celebration of Meriden began!

'

yesterday morning with, religious exercises in all churched and will continue without interruption to the end
of this weeK. For maa? months the
citizens In general and the 'various
arrangement committees in particular
have been preparing for this event
and neither time nor trouble were
spared to make the celebration a great
Money was spent liberally
success
and everything is in readiness for the
various features of the celebration,
Thousands of visitors from all parts
of the state are gathered here and
the hotels are already crowded,
The celebration proper began today
with the opening of the midway
which will keep going from now on
to the end of the week. The Manufacturers' and Vailed Arts exposition,
which occupies nearly all of Hanover
park, was also opened today and will
remain open evtry day and evening,

RUFUS TUCKER IS KILLED WHILE
TAKING PART IN A
FIGHT AT A BAILF.

FREE-FOR-AL-

Too much liquor at a buile held In
Garcia hall, at Santa Ke, last night,
started a flht which resulted in the
Henitn
death of Hufus Tucker.
Oaves and Raymuiido Konquillo are
under arrest, charged with the crime.
Tucker had two ribs broken in, presumably by a kick. An internal hemcausing
death.
orrhage followed,
Tucker is said to have received his
ll
a
injuries while taking part in
free-for-a-

fight.

The
annual tournament of the New
York State Sportsmen's
association
opened here today. The number of
entries is unusually largo and there
is more interest shown in the tournament than in many years. The famous Dea Richmond trophy will once
more be the most attractive prize.
The original Dean Richmond trophy was first shot fur in 1873, and was
finally wen in 1877 by the Forester
Gun iu!) of Buffalo. When the Forester Gun club went out of existence,
Col. Charles E. Felton of Chicago,
bought the trophy and still holds it
as one of h:s most valued possess-sions- .
The money which was paid by
teams during those five years, amounting t) $1,350. was used to purchase
a new trophy to be offered for perpet- ual competition.
This prize, in the
form of a punch bowl, is the ono now
in competition.
It was not until 1880 that a BrookGun
lyn organization, the Fountain
club, won the trophy at Seneca Falls.
The team Included Ed. Madison, M. B.
Bayllss and Charles Wlngert, three
famous stars in their way. Tho blg-g- t
st shoot for the trophy took place
at Coney Island In 1SS1, when C7
teams r 201 shooters competed for
the prize. The Audulxm Gun club of
Buffalo won it that year. In 1S!'3 the
New York O unty Gun club on the
prize and in 1S94 and 1S!I5 the New
1'irecht Rod anil Gun club brought
the trophy to Brooklyn. In the fed
lowing year the Fountain Gun club
and tiie Whitestown Gun (iu!: tied
and the latter won the shoot tf. In
19ul. at the New Utrecht Rod and
Gun dub grounds-- then at Interstate
pjrk, the Emerald and Jeane'V Gun
clul.s. both of this city, tied for the
prizv and the Emeralds won the shoot
off.
S nee then no local ciuo has
In these contests
won tiie trophy.
wild pigeons were used, until lShO,
(

DISMISSED MAJORITY

IS

AGAINST HIM

Washington, D. C. June 11'. Tho
majority report of the senate committee on privileges and elections, la
the Smoot case, gives the reasons for
the action on the part of this committee declaring by the majority vote
that Reed Smoot is not entitled to a
seat in the senate. This report la
signed by Burrows, Dolliver, DuBois.
Pettis, Bailey, Overman and Frailer.
It says that Smoot Is one of
body, known as the first
presidency and twelve apostles of the
church of Jesus Christ of Later Day
Saints, and that these men have authority over members in temporal as
well as spiritual things. Among other
matters, the body encourages polygamy, which is contray to the constitution, and it also controls political affairs of the state of Utah, and that
Smoot is not a representative of the
state of Utah, but comes as the chief
of the hierarchy which controls the
church, and haa inmrned the fnnrtlnmi
of the state in Utah.
The report names the twelve apos
tles, the former apostles, and other
prominent Mormons, who, according
to testimony, have taken plural wives
since the manifesto of 1890. The report characterizes as "wholly unten
able" the position that as Smoot does
not practice polygamy, and that thera
Is no evidence to show that he per
sonally encourages practice in others,
therefore he ought not to bo condemned because of the acts of his associates.
In the Judgment of the
committee, Smoot Is no more entitled
to a seat in the senate than he would
be if he were associating in polyg
amous cohabitation with a plurality
of wives.
The final chapter of the report is
devoted to the "oath of vengeance"
and says no doubt Smoot took the
oath, and no one could discharge the
duty of senator, and at the same time
be calling down (he "vengeance
of
heaven" liecause of the killing of fhe
founder of the Mormon church sixty
years ago.

h

.

RAIL ACCIDENTS

IS REFUSED NEW
BY RECORDER GOFF.
New York, June 11. Recorder Goff

PATRICK

TRIAL

STILL OCCURRING

today denied the motion for a new
trial In the case of Albert T. Patrick,
convicted of the murder of William
Marsh Rice.

Electric Cars Collide Head-oin the Metropolis of the
United States.

n

PRESIDENT APPROVES

EXECUTION OF TUCKER.
Boston, Mass., June 11. Governor
Guild today mnde public a telegram
JUU
from President Roosevelt in which
the latter," after pointing out that he
had been requested to Interfere, In the
TWENTY PASSENGERS HURT execution
of Charles U. Tucker, de
clared that In hit Judgment the gov
ernor's decision not to Interfere with
Thirty Injured and Two Killed by the carrying out of the sentence on
Tucker seemed to him entirely sound
and commended his hearty sympathy.
an Open Switch on the Jersey
Another interesting feature Is the loan
Tucker is under sentence of death
exhibition of historical relics, held In
Centra! Railroad.
for the murder of Mabel Page, March
connection wun me industrial expo31, 1904. He will probably be executed
sition.
at midnight, tonight.
This morning the athletic. gnnies at
New York. June 11. Two electric
the Schuetzenpark ..began s.'l the
TERRORISTS ARE VERY '
Turners held a big .parade." Tiie Cath- cars on the Union railway, were in
ACTIVE IN POLAND.
collision yesterday at a crossolics, who are holding a. convention head-oWarsaw, June 11. Terrorist of Po
here, also held a parade tnis morning. ing at Yonkers and Jerome avenues land continue
to wage a relentless
car was serl
The grand civic parade will be held The motorman of onetwenty
passen war against state, municipal and po
injured, while
this afternoon
It is expected that ously
Hardly a day elapses
from injuries ranging lice officials.
several thousana men will take part gers suffered Kg
Last night
to cuts and bruises without
In the parade, not to
mention the trom a broken
the mayor of Siedlce, the chief of
large number of floats. The Connectithe governor's office and the secretary
cut Hankers" association held a meet- FAST TRAIN GOES INTO
AN OPEN SWITH of the irollce board were walking in
ing here this morning and win have
when a band of
Red Bank, N. J., June 11. The Ocn the streets of Siedlcethem,
its annual banquet In the evening.
using reattacked
Other features for this evening are tral Railroad of New Jersey's At lan terrorists
volvers. Tho first two were mortally
the tig ball of the Turners and a! tic City flyer ran into an open switch wounded and the third one was serl
this morning. The engine and two ously Injured.
torchlight parade with floats,
t
cm
Tomorrow will be Grand Army day, cars toppled over a
when the annual state encampment bankment. The fireman and two pas
will open at the new auditorium. sengers were killed while thirty pas- SCHOOL OF MINES
There will bo four parades, the G. A. sengers were injured. One of the
STUDENTS GET BUSY
K. parade, an automobile parade, a passengers who
lost his life was
carnage paruue and a parade uy tne George Van Duezer, of New York
SEVERAL GET JOBS IN SOUTH
bund, for the opening of their bin line BURTON'S SUCCESSOR EN
AND SMELTERS,
ERN
MINES
Washington
shooting contest. Iu the afternoonl
ROUTE
WHILE ONE GOES TO ALICE
there will be base ball in Hanover! Topeka, Kan., June 11. Judge A
CHALMERS' FACTORY, CHICAGO.
park and the G. A. R. camnflre wlth;fied W. Ilenson, of Franklin county
In the a member of the last legislature, left
fireworks and illuminations
Prof. R. P. Noble, w- - will suc
this afternoon for Washington, D. C ceed Dr. Chas. R. Keyes as president
eveninir.
Wednesday will bo labor dav. Thou- - having In his pocket a commission of the New Mexico School of Mines,
sands of men will take rart In the of appointment from Governor Hoch on September 1, was in the city be
naradA of the State Federation of I a., ad Pnited States senator. o succeed tween trains this morning, en route
nor, which will be followed by a field J. H. Burton.
to Santa Fe, where the 1900-0- 7 schoo.
catalogue Is about to go to press.
day at Terrace Garden. The G. A.1
Of the six School of Mines students
VIGIL WHIPPED BY
that left Socorro about two weeks ago,
hi l J .1 U .1117 .UL1JUI.I1 M"lll VIUU n 111
open Its four days' tournament.
under the guidance of Prof. Ilrins-madIn
DEPUTY SHERIF
on a tour of the mines of Ilis-he- o
the evening an Interesting "Old Folks"
Tombstone, Arizona, and
and
concert will be given nt the auditorDeputy Sheriff Montoya and Eslavl
Cananea, Mexico, only one returned
ium nd the State Federation of La- Vigil,
superintendent
late
the
bor will be in session at Terrace Gar- scho-l- s of Bernalillo county, engage to Socorro with Porf. Urinsmade, this
morning, tho others having secured
den.
In a fistic combat on the court house
"Old Home" day comes on Thurs- - ........
U... tli.i, nrta.n1u, Tli a Un v h V positions at tho mines and smelters
day and wit n it the big military and
Vigil twice in of the districts visited. Cockerill, who
anml.mlllfjlrv
tho tilt
uttitD u
i.nrnln
,
......
' he ff struck. . down
"
eac returned, will leave Socorro in u few
. the neck, knocking him
HI VI.
JL tilt? I.UIIIIL1.1VIH
C1UU
time, and then kicked him twice I days for Chicago, where he will enter
Drummers, a ball at the auditorium, the lark. The trouble grew out
tho Alice Chalmers manufactory of
illumination
and fireworks in the th sc.iool election, which took pluce mining machinery. It has been cusevening.
tomary for ono student of the school
In Iiarelas precinct.
Friday there will be historical ex- last week
this factory for several
alleges that Vigil called him to go toevery
summer. The student
ercises at the auditorium. General H. s me bad names in an article pub- months
Is not only taught tho use of mining
B. Carrlngton. V. S. A., retired, of
in a local Spanish paper. When
lished
Hyde Park, Mass., will deliver the
turned out by tho factory,
the two men met at t'le court house machinery
principal oration. Putnam Phalanx steps
He was passed ami the flaht but Is iiaid a small salary for the
the
will arrive and parade and take pn
The Alice Chalmers
enstie.1. Vigil g't the worst of the work he does.
In the presentation to the town of a flgbt.
factory is ono of the largest makers
of mining machinery in the country.
bronze tablet leiring the names of
all the Meriden soldiers in the revoluVVHITNEY
GET
tion. This tablet is the gifi of the C. W.
NEW PRESBYTERIAN
Daughters of the American RevoluNICELY
ALONG
TING
tion. An athletic meet, oj en to an
CHURCH IS FINISHED
L'. A. A. athletes will bo held at Hanover park In the afternoon and the THE INJURED MAN'S WIFE,
WILL BE HELD
finaU in the Meriden gold tournament
HERE AND SERVICES
ENTS AND
THERE NEXT SUNDAY THANK
will lie played. The bin Colonial ball
WITH HIM.
ELKS FOR USE OF THE OPERA
has In en set for the evening and w ill
HOUSE.
C. W. Whitney, the well known raillie t the auditorium, with Putnam
road ollkial, whoso unfortunate acciPhalanx a guests cf honor.
Next Sunday,
vices of the PresMeriden was iiu rporated as a sep- dent the oilier morning at Helen, was byterians will botorhold in their new
detail In The Evening
arate town April l'i, 18uti, and the chr nided Inwho
was brought to the church edifice, at tho corner of Silver
first town me ing wa heln tne,i. Citizen, and
avenue and Fifth street, which has
This first town meeting is to le re- railroad company's hospital in this been under
the past year,
produced on the morning of Saturday city, is rei'orttM this morning lo bo and which isconstruction
now completed, and one
in en elaborate nianni r. At the after getting along nictly. and although he of tho handsomt st church structures
noon nnetinir William Travers Jero iK' ws he will he a cripple for the in the city.
me, whose family were early settlers remainder OI nts uie, is jusi ,is i neer-fu- i
When the old building, that bad
and happy as a person in like sad
of Meriden, ia eterted to deliver nn
served the needs of the congregation
His wile, on
count
addre-s- .
ottur speakers will bo the contrion
hasten since 1S81, was torn down to make
Hev Mr S:,nn.ll Halt, nreslrlnnt of in II inMriiied of tin
way for a larger building, the questhe Connecticut Historical society and ed ' the city tiom 1os Angeles, i ne tion of where to worship arose,
and
injured man's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
the Hon. C. I.a Hue Munson of
the Albuquerque Elks came lo their
Pa. A poem will foe read I). P. Whitney, of Goblflel.1, New, and aid with nn offer of the opera bouse,
by Prof. William S. Johnson or Ya.e his brother, 1. G. Whitney of Cripple where,
services have been hel since.
university. The celebration Mill end Creek. Colo., and his particular friend,
At the services held Sunday, in the
E. I.. Knigh'. of Needles, Hie also here
Saturday it inldnluli'.
looking alter bis condition. The rel- opera house. Rev. Hugh A. Cooper, the
atives' wire permitted by Dr. Cutter, pastor, presented a tesolution thankConference of Mistionaries.
Mr. ing the Elks for allowing them the
lie siirniuii in charge, to see
Washington. 1). ('., June 11. An
privilege of tho opera house at a cost
today,
and
yesterday
and
my
Whi
Wresting confer, nee of missionaries they expressed treat gratification at that wus merely nominal, and for the
t
"
onened here tiulnr
in which his condition lias many courtesies extended the Presat the Aiostolle Mission house at the the mannersince
byterians, assuring the Elks of their
improved
ihe accident.
Catholic university. The conference
appreciation. The resolution was unwill last four days and laymen will
animously adopted. The dedication of
Lead and Copper.
l.e admitted to all the aesslons of the
the new church will take place some
New Yorn, June 11. Lead, I.V95
conference.
copper, firm, at $13.75 19.00.
time during the fall.
x

assas-sinatlo-

ten-foo-

to
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of Newi

INSTALLS PASTOR AT

-

CASES

n

York Sportsmen Travelers' Seventh
Annual National Convention.

FE

in His Case.

REBATE SUITS WITHDRAWN
BY DISTRICT ATTORNEY.
Kansas City, Mo., June 11. In the
United States district court here today, the cases against the Chicago &
Alton, and the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul railroads, charged with grant
ing rebates on export shipments, and
against D. H. Kresky, a Kansas City
freight broker, charged with conspir
acy to obtain relmtes for shippers,
were dismissed, at the suggestion of
A. L. v alkenburg, district attorney.

New Item.

on June 13.

beparately' Incorporated
Years Ago
and Event Celebrated by all Kinds of
Festivities, Religious to Athletic

i own

j

Annual Tournament

AT SANTA

toultvllle

OF SOLID PLEASURE

LARGE CONVENTIONS

MURDER DONE

will take place at

MERIDEN WILL HAVE A WEEK

BUFFALO IS SCENE OF TWO

The installation services were very
impressive, and were attended by a
large congregation, a special musical
program being rendered.
Rev. Weiser, who accompanied Rev.
Zwihart to this city, from Denver, has
been assigned to the Helen church,
which heretofore has been served on
every other Sunday by the Albuquerque pastor.
Rev. Zwihart, accompanied by Revs.
.Moser and Wiiser, left last evening
on No. 9 for Helen, where Rev. Weiser
will be Introduced to the Lutheran
congregation and Installed as their
pastor.

Election

Missouri.

e

SELF-DEFENS-

Rev. C. Zwihart. president of the
Rocky Mountain Synod of Lutheran
Rev.
churches, formally Installed
Moser as pastor of St. Paul's Lutheran
church, in this city, at the services
held in the church last evening.

on

Brings jn Two Reports

St. Louis, Mo., June 11. The hear
ing of evidence in the Missouri ouster
proceedings against the Standard and
Waters-Piercoil companies, was resumed here today before Special Commissioner Anthony. Attorney General
Hadley and two assistants will par- Iclpate in the case.

1

REV. C. ZWIHART OFFICIATES.
REV. MOSER INSTALLED REV.
WEISER GOES TO BELEN.

Is Again Committee

Denied. Another Statehood Fight is
Expected in the Senate
President Won't Intervene for Tucker.
Tomorrow.

Berlin, June 11. "This la too sudden," said Wfilliam J. Bryan, with a
laugh, when told today of the adoption by recent state democratic conventions of resolutions favoring his
nomination for the presidency in 19o8.
"This is the first announcement of
the news to me," Bryan continued. "I
have been off the main caravan route
for some time, and have been so absorbed in what I have been seeing and
doing." Bryan had been moving so
rapidly since he left Vienna on Friday, that letters and telegrams did
reach him until today.
As far as the possibility of nomination he had little to say, declaring
MUST NOT TAKE OUTING,
SAYS THE OPERATORS. that it is too early to speak of that
but taking up the subject
Salt Lake, Utah, June 11. Friction question;
has arisen at the copper camp at of political requirements of the day,
Brlgham, between the Western Fed he said that before he left home, he
demeration and the mine owners. Six had tried to distinguish between
Democracy
and socilallsm.
hundred miners having decided, to at- ocracy
as legitimate,
tend the annual outing in this city, recognizes competition
socialism sees .competition as
June 13, the Utah Consolidated and while
the evil to be eliminated by public
the Boston Consolidated companies ownership
and operation of all means
gave notice that if the men failed to
appear for work on that date they of production and distribution.
"While this distinction between
will ibe discharged. The majority of
and democracy should not be
the men will undoubtedly go on the overlooked,"
he continued, "the dem
outing.
ocratic platform must be one of pro- gress and reform, and not merely an
FIFTY SHOTS FIRED AT
COMPANY'S CHECK HOUSE. opposition to republican policies or!
Dlllonvale, O., June 11. An attack, socialistic ideas, in the flsht for ab- presumably by strikers, was made, solikte elimination nf nrivnte mnnon- -early today, on the check house of the clie3 and for the regulation of corit is necessary that our
M. A. Hanna Coal company, when porations
fifty shots were fired from the hill, party be free from any suspicion of
20O feet away.
There were four connection with corporate Interests
watchmen in the building, but no one that have so long dominated American
politics. To this end, campaign con-was injured.
tributions must be limited to those
who have public interests to adOAKLAND SYNDICATE
BUYS WATER WORKS. vance."
Bryan will leave for St. Petersburg
San Francisco, Cal., June 11. It is
reported that the Contra Costa Water tomorrow, will visit Norway and Swecompany, which included not only 'the den, and arrive in England in July.
sources of supply for the city of Oak- He will then visit France, Italy and
land, but for A.ameda' aria other Switzerland.
He expects to Mail for
small towns, has been sold to a realty New York. August 22, and arrive on
syndicate of Oakland for, 111,000,000. August 29.
The syndicate is owned by the Key
Houte Hallway company and the UNITED MINE WORKERS
State railway of Oakland'.
ANNUAL CONVENTION.
Birmingham, Ala., June 11. Sev- KILLED RAINBOLT
eral hundred delegates of district No.
20, United Mine Workers of America,
E
IN
met at 10 o'clock this morning at
Gelder's hall for their annual conven- JURY ACQUITTED NATHAN HEN- tion. The principal business before
DRICKS
MURDER.
OF
AFTER the convention is the election of district officers and the consideration of
TWO WEEKS' TEDIOUS TRIAL.
a scale of wages and conditions apperNathan Hendricks is not guilty of taining to the interests of the orkilling William Rainbolt in southwest ganization. The convention will last
New Mexico in 1901, is the verdict of several days. The joint conference of
a Jury, which listened to the testi- operators and miners will be held
mony in the case for two weeks, and next Monday.
labored over this testimony from
Saturday afternoon until 1 o'clock last
night. The case was tried before
Judge Mann, at Roswell, and attracted
wide attention, from the fact that
Frank Divers, for whom Hendricks
one time worked as a cowboy, said
a year ago, when the case went to
the supreme court, that he would
stay with Hendricks to the end, and
spend every dollar to see him acquitted.
The supreme court remanded the case back to the trial
which has Just occurred. Hendricks
did shoot Rainbolt, but alleges that Forty-Eight- h
lie did. so in self defense. After the
killing Hendricks fled the country,
goin to North Dakota, where, after
a year's freedom, he was captured by
detectives.

forty-eight-

Oil

New Patrick Trial
j

Denver, Colo., June 11. A letter
was read in the convention of the
Western Federation of Miners today
from the coal miner unions of Ohio,
offering to desert the United Mine
Workers of America and enter the
Western Federation in a body. The
letter stated that at a mass meeting
held May 20, at Dlllonvale, Ohio, it
was decided to ask the Western Federation to take them in. It was further stated that all the miners of
Ohio and West Virginia were ready
to make a cMange of allegiance. The
proposition was submitted to a committee.

Buffalo, N. Y., June 11.

REPORT SAYS

Up in the State of

REBATE

Miners Charged With Attack Would Not Discuss Candidacy!
But Talked Freely of Po- on the Mark Hanna Coal
litical Demands.
Company House.

LUTHERAN CHURCH

GO, MAJORITY

MADE BY LAWS

Who Had Kept

UTAH MINERS IN TROUBLE

SMOOT MUST

HOLY DEMANDS

i

Ohio and West Virginia "This Is Too Sudden,"

Miners to Join Western Federation.

NUMBER 142

IUARD1ANS OF
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HOME

VAST FIELD

EVENING. JUNE 11, 1900.

when tame pigeons were Inl rot'ueed.
When live bird shooting was ("topped
in this state clay targets w;t'6 sub-- 1
stituted.
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS
LOOK AFTER INTERESTS.
Buffalo, N. Y., Juno 11. 'i'nere ia

every reason to believe that tiie seventeenth annual national convention
f the Travelers
ProttcMve association, which opened here at 1 o'clock
this afternoon will turn out the largest and most important national gathering of that organization ever held.
The attendance is larger than at any
previous convention and the local
members, and the citizens in general
have made the most strenuous efforts
to make the convention a memorable
one.
The convention was called to order
at Convention ball at 1 o'clock this afternoon. After prayer by the national
chaplain, the Rev. Homer T. Wilson,
of Fort Worth, Texas. Mayor J. N.
Adams of Buffalo, welcomed the delegates to their city. Mr. W. R. Johnson of Knoxville, Tenn., the national
Having trau-actepresident, responded.
some routine business tne con
vention adjourned for luncheon. The
session will be continued at 2:30. In
the evening there will be a reception
at the Ellicott club.
convention
Tin- - program f . r the
which will continue until Friday inclusively, provides for business sessions eerv forenoon excepting Fri
day and a round of social functions,
outinns, receptions, trolley lidrs and
water excursions in the afternoons.
.Many of the delegates are accompa- by their ladies and for the entertaininent of the litter card parties,
tea and other entertainments have
Wen arranged. On the closing day of
and
the convention the delegates
to Niagaia
their ladies will take a trip
Falls by boa. and trol'.e;-- .

d

e,

X

L

Mon-toy-

',

-

i.

i

a

Report of the Minority.
The minority report of the senate
committee on privileges and elections,
favoring the retention of Smoot as
senator, was signed by Foraker,
Dillingham, Hopkins and Knox.
The reiport says that Smoot's private
character Is irreproachable. "So far
as mere belief and membership in the
Mormon church are concerned," says
tho minority, "Smoot Is without his
rights and privileges, under the guaranty of religious freedom given by
the constitution of the United States."
As to the "vengeance oath,"
the
minority report( says that the testimony is utterly unreliable because of
the disreputable and untrustworthy
character of the witnesses, and that
on
no ground has been established
which to base the charge that Smoot
ever took an obligation involving hostility to the United States or requiring him to regard his allegiance to
tho Mormon church as paramount to
his allegiance and duty to the United
States. The report also says that
Smoot has not countenanced plural
marriages since the manifesto of 1890.
Burrows gave notice that he will
call up the case at the earliest possible moment.
Bev-erldg- e,

GOVERNMENT OF liUATEM ALA
CRUSHES THE REBELLION.
Washington, D. C, June 11. The
crushing defeat of tho revolutionists
who Invaded the country from across
the Honduras boundary, together with
the remainder of those who went
across the Salvadorean frontier, was
reported to the Guatemalan minister
In a cablegram dated today from the
minister of foreign affairs.
OF STATEHOOD
FORCES FOR TOMORROW.
Spe.-la-l
to The Evening Citizen:
Washington, 1. C, June 11. Roth
sides are marshaling their forces for
tho statehood fight Tuesday. Delegate
Andrews of New Mexico Is on tho republican side of the senate, and Delegate. Smith of Arizona is on the democratic side of the senate.
Senator Teller informs your correspondent that Foraker did not say of
lieveridge as the press correspondent
reported. He said only that he would
make a point of order against a part
of the bill.
Dillingham says that Beverldge will
call up the report on Tuesday.
Dick, Durnham, Hopkins and
Ixmg will assist. Senator Crane says
the report of the compromise committee will be withdrawn, as far as
tho state of Arizona is concerned, and
a plebesclte election of delegates to
the convention only will be voted on
November 8.
The Tension division has allowed
to Mary J. Ifwis, of Carlsbad, a pension of IS, from September 21, 1904;
Israel Thomason, pension from April
an, 19u4: Henry W. Poutwell. of Socorro, $S. from December 2. 19i4:
Estafana. Rael Iiaca. Santa Rosa, $S,
f p. in June 27, 1902.
MARSHALING

Aid-ric-

h,

d

i

SCHOOLS IN THE
PHILIPPINES INADEQUATE.
Manila, June 11. The public schools
opened today throughout the islands.
It U estimated that E00,000 pupils will
attend. Accommodations are limited
to aiut 400,000.
PUBLIC

ALliTJQUEKQUE
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the democratic floor leader in
the house, has been credited with the
ability to say meaner things In a
" ritMii
tmi Wsatdr ir
smoother voice thnn any other man
ever sat In congress. In debate
Tb Citizen Publithtox Company who
his sarcasm Is a thing to bo dreaded,
have a
nsfck and his witticisms frequently
personal point to them that stings like
a wasp. But in personal intercourse
he is one of the most lovable of men.
Ills wit then is kindly and spontaneous, and he has till the sentiment of a
port. It Is not generally known, by
the way, that Mr. Williams is a Het
no mean ability. He occasionally
OtnlaJ Paper f Bernalillo County of
publishes In the Congressional Record
City f Albuquerque.
an effusion alleged to have been sent
Pmm fWrn DktitclM.
His friends
him by some constituent.
C.oty ClrtatottM.
Urfwt Cttjr
do not hesitate to say that the "con- Tkt Urrtrt Rw MmlM ClrnMlM.
stltuent" In every case is Mr.Willlnms
lirgmt Hrttri Arlrl Clrcuhit'
himself.
An interviewer,
the other day,
TCMMS OF UatCNIPTIONt
In a mellow mood.
found
Mr.
Williams
00
M
.....
la
rwr kr
t
.W After a cordial greeting to his caller,
pm wont ...............................
Vrtr
y
loo the Mlssisslppian sat for several mow u.
In abstracted silence, and the
Dally by Carrier, 60c per month ments
Interviewer was prepared for a wise
on
welgnty problems.
tin Invmi Cmn will b Saltrarol hi tir dissertation
When he finally spoke, this Is what he
said:
"I like these little curls that woMrirthto Ittu Kidi
i AppliraUon men
wear behind their ears. It looks
wSJ aaafar
SMbMrlVi
fine WW Mttfyir m convivial to mo to see a woman who
mm
th
e.ltCT
jr.
nr
LmbuIi
always carries her corkscrews with
her."
Tmm
PeM.i.nmo Comfkt. Drmfu.
He hail been watching the proceslOIi and npim manor onl.n.
feck.b
Ml
rbia o tkf mrm t th. sion of feminine fads and fancies unHalf a dozen
derneath his window.
women had disport nl the liUle ornaColored I i ments past Mr. WJlllams, and at first
Awtnmatle 183
he looked scarcely approving, till the
Idea came to him that she was, after
all, merely being a "good fellow."
A book
on the table turned Mr.
Williams' attention to his own library.
come down to
"I wish you would
BRYAN
W.
Yazoo and sea my library," ho mused,
watching the drifting tide of human
heads on the level with the window.
"You imagine you want to hear me
IN
talk? Why, if you ever got near that
library, you wouldn't want to hear
anybody talk even me for it's the
finest place to keep still In you ever
of Cause
saw."
"Have you collected all these
books?" was asked, when he had
National
Given
told about the long shelves, ceiling-higfilled with books.
"No; I started out with what the
Yankees left of my father's and
grandfather's libraries, and I've been
adding a book at a time ever since.
DEMOCRATIC HOUSE LEADER When I get lazy, those
long summer
mornings in Mississippi, I can go in
there and flop into my big chair by
Re- the window and find any kind of a
As Seen in an Interview
book, from comedy to tragedy, and
back again, right within reach of my
markable and Wealthy
arm."
"And what kind do you generally
Scientist
reach for?"
"Well, if one of my seven children,
or
or my wife, or my mother-in-laBy Sheldon S. Cline.
one of my six nieces has been obstreperous, I make a haul for Bill
Special Correspondence.
Washington, June 11. The name of Nye. or somebody who can make me
William Jennings Bryan is heard laugh."
Mr. Williams has had long experimore often in Washington these days
with interviewers, and considers
than that of any other democrat; ence
and it is heard in connection with the himself a connoisseur In the various
of the art. He told some of
next presidential nomination. Were brands
opinions about the craft. "The
the convention to be held nexit week, his
and were it In control of those demo- worst I ever Struck, though," he said,
crats who represent their party in "was when a woman fished mythrough
views
congress, there can be no doubt that the Record and found out
Bryan would be placed in nomination on various topics, and wrote that up
impuas
an
Interview. There is no
by an overwhelming majority.
quite as coo or as competent
It is rather hard to find a satisfac- dence
newspaper
as
Impudence, any way,
tory explanation of this sudden bound
and she was what you might call a
of. Bryan's Into the esteem of democrats of all shades and colorings of 'ripper.' "
"Come back to Yazoo, Mr. Williams,
belief. There is nothing he has lone
forget these annoying little inor said during the past year calcu- and
Do you read all day in your
lated either to greatly benefit or se- cidents.
'
riously harm him. His trip around library?"
would
"I
like to," he said, "but. of
the
him
of
out
the world has taken
turmoil of American politics; on the course I have my little recreations.
question of railroad rate regulation Now don't you get me mixed up with
idiots who sit all day on a
and other matters that have come those
bank and dangle a cork' after
to the front during his absence, he muddy
I think I would
fish.
lose what
has said no word; his reputation has amind
I've got if I had to sit and watch
had to stand on his record In the past.
half a day."
It Is this record, declare his warm- for a silly fish you
did
say? I certainly do
est admirers, that is now bringing not."Hunt,
I never squandered an hour on
him so conspicuously before the
country. They declare that in 1896 that yet. and I never will, I suppose."
Mr. Williams was getting wrothy
and even in l'JOO he was too far ahead
Idle sports of foolish men,
of the popular thought; that he was over the suggestion
of "Riding?" did
deemed radical and dangerous be- and the
seem to help the situation.
cause of the policies he advocated. not"Do
I look like a' man who would
Many of the tilings that were condemned as radical when Bryan ad- jolt around on a horse all day, making
vocated them, it Is Insisted, now seem himself sore and uncomfortable?" He
conservative In contrast with doc- demanded. "I never get on a horse
the roads In Yazoo get so muddy
trines advanced by President Roos-ve- lt till
It's the only way left to travel.
and other recognized leaders of that
much time in a buggy,
republican thought. In other words, I don't waste
time has vindicated Bryan and he is either, and I don't walk unless I have
now hailed as chief by democrats who to."
Clearly if Mr. Williams had a hobby,
repudiated him ten years, and so late
it bore no semblance to the regulation
as even six years ago.
Whatever the explanation of Bry- style, or else it was woefully neglected. Locomotion seemed distinctly out
an's Increasing strength as a demo- of
his line.
candidate, that
cratic presidential
"I have the finest rose garden In
strength is very substantial reality. Mississippi."
said Mr. Williams, "and
The declarations by David Francis
go out with my iioe, early In the
and Governor Folk, at the Missouri Imorning,
and play ut gardening till
state convention, favorable to the
tired. My front porch has a climbnomination of Bryan, have brought I'm
in line many democrats in Washing- ing rose that the po:p!e down there
ton, who had been holding back, fear- travel miles to see.
"From my libra) y window I catch
ful to take another chance with the
d
leader. The utter- whiffs of rose terfunie all day. That s
ances of
Francis are re- a great place to sit. There's a Ug
garded as of special significance. eistern rug In front of my fireplace,
Holder of a portfolio in the cabinet and over it are crossed t'ie swords my
at
of President Cleveland, his record al- grandfather and vat her carried
ways has been that of a conservative liuciia Vista and Sliiloh. I sit there
and in the past he has always op jand dream, read when I feel like it.
posed the things for which Bryan stun tneoilorof the roses till the sumstood. More than this, Mr. Francis is mer is Idled away, and have to come
regarded as one of the most sagacious Lack to work again."
politicians in the democratic party,
and his avowal of belief that the nom- REM ARKABLE SCIENTIST
IN THIS DAY OF GREED.
ination of Bryan would mean a democratic victory two years hence has
Scientists In Washington are look-Increated a profound impression.
forward wit ii much interest to an
Mr. Francis is the warm personal approaching visit from Dr. W. L.
friend of Mr. Cleveland, and in his
of Philadelphia
of
convention speech he lauded both wealth beyond the point necessary to
Bryan and Cleveland, almost In the be rated as a millionaire and with
same breath. .Many democrats hold an assured position In tie most excluto the lielief that Mr. Francis' speech sive society of Philadelphia, and other
was made only after consultation with ei:ies. Dr. Abbott prefers life in
his former chltf. and the hope is en tropical jungles to the luxuries and
tertained that Mr. Cleveland himself lease
civilization. An enthusiasm
may be induced to say something fa- for science and an unquenchable longvorable to the nomination of Bryan.
ing for the world's wild and lonely
Realization of this hope would come places canted him years 'o to turn
pretty near to assuring complete dem- his back cn those things fop which
ocratic harmony in the next presi- the average man so eagerly strives in
dential campaign, and it would make order that he might study 'savage anicertain that the republicans had be- mals and more savage mi n in the
fore them their hardest fight since wilderness.
1892. With "radical" and "conservaNot only does Dr. Abbott bear the
tive" democrats lined up in support heavy expenses of his explorations,
of Bryan, there would be real heart but he has turned over to the governIn the canvass of
19n8
something ment his already large and constantly
that was conspicuously lacking In 19"u growiii'i colliction. and he is entirely
and again in 19"4. It is true that the willing that others shall reap v.hat-everadicals were enthusiastic lu 1896. but
fame and glory are to lie had
the dissatisfaction of the gold demo- from his discoveries, It U tho call ot
crats made victory Impossible. No the wild, toge'her with the love of
man can be elected president by a science, that keeps mm an exile In
divided party and therein lies the the seldom visited places of the
hope which Just now is firing the world.
Dr. Abbott is now on ills wny home
hearts of democrats. As the signs of
democratic unity multiply, there are from a
tig stay among the
corresponding signs of republican disof the Fast Indies for a brief
affection, ami it Is not. inconceivable visit in Washington, where the huge
that the 1896 situation may be re- colli ctiong presented by hill) to the
Smithsonian
Institution
are being
versed In 19i8.
studied by the government scientists
HOW ONE MISSISSIPPIAN
and prepared for public exhiMrrm In
SPENDS HIS SUMMERS. the Na'ional museum.
Ills achievements have already won
John Sharp Williams, of MJssU- -
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THE HEALTH

AND EVEN

LIFE OF THE INFANT IS OFTEN DEPENDENT ON THE

iioy, aud send
phone direct, or call, and

LET US FILL YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS AND THEN
THEY WILL BE FILLED
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HIGHLAND PHARMACY
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RAILROAD
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Raynolds'

O Opposite

AVE.
New Bldg.
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SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

$6.00
$1.50 Lp
50c
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head-hunter-

COPP.

B. F.

ROOM 12. N. T. AUMI.IO BUILDING

B. A. &L&YSTER
REAL

INSURANCE,

ESTATE
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
NOTARY

for him

a great name

(he nnnals of
science. The son of a Philadelphia
millionaire. Dr. Ahbctt Is In the enviable position of doing what he' pleases without concern about his revenues. Probably there never has been
a naturalist who has not believed such
should have been 'his own lot. Ytl
when one by rare chance is so born,
other people regard it as all the more
strange that he should forsake the attraction of fashionable society and the
comforts of civilization for the charms
of tropical wilds.
Thousands of specimens, enriching
the world's knoledge of biology and
enthnology, which he has given the
national museum constitute
a pretentious museum in themselves. The
contributions he has been making the
Smithsonian for twmty years are
turned lu without cost to the government. His Indifference to fame is
pronounced and he modestly shuns
personal advertisement, not even attempting the publication of his own
results, or the privilege of describing
and naming the hundreds and
of new species his explorations
bring to light.
In the twenty years of his explorations, civilization and especially western civilization, has lost all appeal to
him.
ire tells his friends that on
every visit to America his chief wish
Is to get back with all haste again to
the Jungle, and it Is his plan t j make
this summer's stay in jis native land
as brief as possible.
The scientists will try to hold him
as long as possible, for he has much
to tell that they wish to know.
In recent years his time has been
spent about the Malay Peninsula and
Sumatra. Washington, he writes. Is
too hot for him.
Dr. Abbott made 'his first explora
tion trip In 1887, going to East Africa.
On this expedition he was accompanied by William
Astor Chandler.
About that time quite a number of
young men from wealthy families
were moved by the fever for Jroplcal
adventure, the slaying of lions and the
stalking of big game. In the ease ui
Dr. Abbott tiiere was added the zeal
of a born naturalist, wtin the temperament which craves the free ocean
and the free forest.
Of thrilling adventures and 'hairbreadth escapes he makes little mention, but It Is apparent from Indirect
references, in his letters to Washington scientists that he has them in
plenty, and when magazine writers
succeed in capturing
the explorer
while in Washington they may extract many a tale of strange encounter for the literary entertainment of
American youth.
His collections Include great numbers of shields and spears and other
weapons from dangerous tribes, and
-- e
seeks out especially those parts
where other scientists have not yet
searched and where accidental civilization has made the least Impression.
T get some better account of his
story and his observations the Smith-sonan authorities have urged him to
spend some time at the capital on the
present occasion. Besides being made
for a visit to his mother and sister
in Philadelphia, Dr. Abbott is now undertaking the journey from the other
fide of the world t) get for himself
some general idea of his own collection to guide bis further explorations.
From the first, when he went to Africa In 1SS7, Dr. Abbott has consistently stood l,y the United States national museum in nil his contributions, so that the whole collection Is
assembled in one place Years will be
required to fully work out its meanIn
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A baby carriage robe. Owner
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Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE!
as low as $10.00 and a high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly nade
On
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rate
are reasonable. Call ami see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms $ and 4, Orant Bldg.
West Railroad Ate.
litPRIVATE
OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
Two Lo'.:,
Corner cf
Silver and Edith.

i
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DEPOSITS

With Ample Meant and Unsurpassed Facilities.
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ommsse

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strickier, V. P. and Cashier; V7.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. BaJdridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

'.

CORNER

$1,000
800

INSiUE

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

Best Location

&

8ANTA

FE

RY.

in the City.

PORTERFJELD COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
110 West Gold Avenue,
work

Notarial

PROFESSIONAL

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

conveyancing.

and

ALBUQUERQUE, N.
Ornoesw and
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M,

.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

N. W., Washiugtun,

patents,

lands,

Bona.

32 P street
D. C. Pensions,

copyrights,

caveats

JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY ,
FRANK McKKBJ
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

letter patents, trade marks, claims.

' O.

R. W. U. Bryan.
.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

que,

N.

M.

Bank building.

Albuquer
Office, First National

E. W. Dobson.
.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

M.

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Office Crcm

Director.

,

President
Ylce President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
.....77.. Director

,
.

DEPOSITORT.

n

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository Put Atchison, Topeka

J ilBlSJT'"
ISOO.OOeA

$250,000.01

6anU Fe Railway Company

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

DENTISTS.
OR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.

Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company,
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
avenue.
Office
No. 306 Railroad
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462.
Ap
pointments made by mail.

PHYSICIANS.
DR. R. L. HUST,
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
6--

High-Frequen- cy

CK. W. G. SHADRACH,

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occtilist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
Office, 313V4 West Railroad
lines.
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 130 to 5
Practice

P.

YOUR ACCOUNT

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

O. N. MARRON.

WM. FARR.
J. A. WEINMAN. I. A. DYE.
E. A. M1ERA.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.

0XZ)000000000

CIVIL ENGINEER.

Farwell,
N. T. Armijo Bulldinst.

J.
Room 23.

ESTABLISHED 1171

PUTNEY

0

WHOLESALE GROCERS

$5.

,
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OO COCCCCCCCCOCPO

"OLD RELIABLE"

L.

and white hearse,
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms
Barnett building
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.

-

M.

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution
to
guard the interests or our depositors. Our" bank is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of Its officers.
DIRECTORS.

UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
A. BORDERS,
Commercial Club Buildup.
Black

IS WELCOME

AT THE

m- -

Flour, Grain and Provisions

0

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

t

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

0
0

S

R.

PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. M?ddlson,
Office with W. B. Chlldgs, 117
Gold avenue.

RAIL! DAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE. N. U.

NOTARY

Tt

SOME VERY

A. L. Morgan,
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates ar
Postmaster Appointed.
cheerfully furnished; job work solic(!.
appointed
Creager has been
John
Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
postmaster at Bland, Sandoval county. ited.
911 North
Second street, AlbuquerIsThe following orders have been
que, N. M.
sued from the office of the adjutant
general:
BEAUTY CULTURE.
Territory of New Mexico,
Adjutant
Mrs. M. Helena Leonard.
General's office. Santa Fe, N. M.,
June 7, 1906. Special orders No. 1.
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
1. A board of officers to consist of
Late of New York City.
Major (). II. Myhre, First Infantry;
The latest scientific appliances and
Captain W. C. Porterfield. First In- up to date methods for treating the
fantry, and First Lieutenant S. A.
face, hair and scalp, complexion
medical department, is appoint-- steaming and bleaching, manicuring
to mi
at Silver City as soon as and shampooing.
posM'i.y after receipt of this order for
Electrolytic Automatic Water Masthe examination of First Lieutenant sage; Electric
Hair DryColin Nrl.lett, First Infantry, for pro- er; Radio Bell, one of the latest scientific discoveries in the treatment of
motion to the rank of captain.
- First Lieutenant
Colin
Neblett the fckln by colored light rays and
will report to this board for examinaheat.
tion at Mich time and place as lie may SUITE 3,". and 3fi. BARNETT BLDG.
be injtie, py the president
Auto 'phone 726.
of the
board.
Following
the Flag.
" e iiiiunnd of the governor.
When our soldiers went to Cuba
A. P. TARK1NGTON.
and the Philippines, health was the
Adjutant General.
most lniKrtant consideration. Willis
T. Morgan, retired Commissary SerDeadly Serpent Bites
geant V. S. A., of Rural Route No. 1.
s common in India ns are stom-ti'- l Concord,
N. II., says:
"I was two
liver disorders with us. For years in Cuba and two years in the
the I't.i', however, there is a sure Philippines, and being subject to
rein, y: Electric Bitters, the grout, colds. I took Dr. King's New Discovres' titivo medicine, of which S. A. ery for Consumption, which kept me
S. C., says: in perfect liealtn.
i. uf Bennettsvllle,
And now in New
Th." restored my wife to perfect Hampshire, we find it the best medih;nl
after year or suffering with cine in the world for coughs, colds,
'l.vs;
a chronically torpid bronchial troubles aiid all lung disia and
111
Electric bitters cure chills eases. Guaranteed at all druggists.
an.
ver, malaria, billlousness, lame Price f.0o and $i. Trial bottle free.
bin
.
o
ulney troubles and bladded
orde
guarantee by all
If you want results In advirtlsing
J"
drug sts.
try an Evening Citizen want ad.
50c.

DESIRABLE

FEATURES
Are being added in the way of sanitary equipment, constant Improvements (Uing away with old difficulties. The low tank closet is one example of the march of progress in
modern plumbing, and one that is
thoroughly
appreciated by all who
have bad to contend with the noisy,
high tank, not to speak of
inipr:ved traps,
porce- lain enamel, etc.
W
carry the finest line of Garden
Hose in the city.
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OFFICIAL

couit space of the present national
museum; for a long time it must be
mainly stored away in study cases. It
Is the largest private collection ever
contributed to the national museum,
and in many respects one of the most
Important in the world.
ii.-,-

Money

INTEREST

Dr. F. L. Schneider.
Office, 424 North Second street.
Pair of heavy
Auto., 311; Colo.. Blarck 35.
gloves.
Owner can recover same Phones
upon calling at The Citizen office Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.
and paying for this' notice.
AND BUILDER.
CONTRACTOR

ing and us Dr. Abbott Is now only
about 4.',,
if his life is spared, the
colliction will also continue to grow
for years to come. Its adequate display w ii!d require one-fiftof the

tl

surplus, $100,000

notice.

FOl'ND
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NEW MEXICO

m

Capita)

Tele-- i

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

m

ACCURATELY.

Postal

A. D. T. messenger
Citlsen office, or tele-

offices

cah

r

ALBUQUERQUE

the ad will appear according to your wish.

WANTED Sewing by the day. 114',i
North Second street.
WANTED Young man for general
merchandise store; must speak Spanish. Address S., this office.
WANTED
furThree or four-roonished cot.tage; nnust bo close in and
reasonable. Address P. O. box, 190.
Gentlomen-- s second-hanWANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. H. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
MALfc HELP WANTED.
W A NT E D B ranch
managers;
fl'O
cash, weekly. Live at home. Experience unnecessary. No canvass
ing. Enclose stamp for particulars.
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfleld,
Minn.
FOrt RENT.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
housekeeping. 616 West Coal avenue.
sFOR "RENT
Room- at Coyote
Springs. For terms, address, T. J.
Topham, City.
FOR RENT Three-roohouse In
the Highlands, $12 per month. Address, Highlands, Citizen office.
FOR RENT Pleasant front rooms for
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 624
West Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT
at 219 North Fifth street. Apply to
Felipe Gurtile, In First National
bank building.
FOR RENT Two f'uTnished front
rooms; co-electric light, hot and
cold bath, board If desired.
516
East Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Houses; modern; from
three to five rooms, one furnished;
also store rooms. W. H. McMilllon,
real estate broker, 211 West Gold
avenue.
FORSALE
FOR"SALE Wagon, buggy and harness. Inquire at No. 50ti West Railroad avenue.
FOH SALE Remington typewriter,
in good condition; very cheap. 602
South First, street.
FOR SALE A new saddle, suitable
for a lady; has been used but a few
times. Apply 601 South Second St.
FOH SALE A hauusoine naruman
piano. In fine condition and almost
tiew, at a bargain.
For1' partic'J- urs. call at this office,
duuule-ba- r
FOR SALE- - V
gtotgun; bran new
rftled.
uevei has been used; one of th
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
flee for particulars.
FOT rS A LE A VoslT&
Son parlor
grand piano, In use only four
months, cause of selling, sickness.
Will si 11 to first fair offer. Inquire
at 702 West Coal avenue.
FOR SALE Five-rooframe house,
with orchard, two acres of ground;
one block from Twelfth street car
line; in coming residence portion
of the Lowlands. Good Investment.
900 North Eleventh Htreet.
FOR SALE 1,000-- b. meat box and
new computing scales, cheap; also
small stock of groceries; must be
sold this week. 1200 South Edith
street.
FOR SALE A seven-roohouse,
newly painted, all modetn conveniences, with six lots, trees pnd
shrubbery. A snap to any one looking for a home. J. M. Wilkinson,
Wool Scouring mills.
FOR SALE Stock and timber ranch;
about 700 acres fenced; 30 head of
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and
farming Implements.
Two
houses, barn, and large corral. Only
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
government reservation,
rienty ol
water. Price. $4,500. Easy terms.
N. Peach & Co., real estate dealers,
212 West Gold n venue.
FOR SALE Two sets ot sneiving,
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
counters; one thirty-foo- t
counter.
Call at F. F. Trotter's.

OF INFANCY.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

WANTED.

USED IN THE FIRST WEEKS

it:

SQt

tha Wetern Union
TFfFPHfilVP
r
CI
gri,ph
for an
your ad with the
to The

FRESHNESS AND PURITY OF
THE FOODS AND
DRUGS

PANIC INSTITUTIONS

we can secar c ft for yo fey small
want ad. in Th9 Evening Citizen. It only costs
If

we hsve not fslled before, thst your
snd van can rely upon It,
sway.
We neve elgo rented hundreds of houees
Tieney Is not thrown
e
m
well
sold nearly everything we hive dver- by our want sri.
ticl through them.

i

NEEDED.

as

at

Jr

One Cent

HAVE

THAT

EVERYTHING

lun
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WE

MOT HICK
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J) YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
.
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jr
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FOR BABY
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RESURRECTION
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Standard Heating & Plumbing
Auto phone, 671.

Co.

Colo., Red 284.

J. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBE
SHERMAN-WILL- I

A

MS

PAIN- T- nun.mNG PAPER
,,.
k,otK'
!asUr'

Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economiacl. full
measure.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

-

Always in
Lime' Cement,
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

MEXICO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

i

I

dls-Sol-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
vBssjNasBjrNf

,.
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THE SUMMER

UNI VERSITY HEIGHTS

MANEUVERING
OF THE ARMY
Will Make Practical Test

of Recently Adopted

The Conning
Aristocratic Residence
Section of Albuquerque
Pure air; good water

Apparel.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA'S

Bequest of $750,000, and
Other Items of General

Lots
Beautiful
$25 to $150 each
We give immediate possession
Save your rent money
50-fo- ot

.

v

,

:S

i

University of New Mexico in Background.

J

Interest.
Washington, D. C, June 11. The
army quartermasters, who have charge
of military clothing, feel that the summer operations planned for the army
and such militia as may take part in
the mobilization, will afford au excellent opportunity to make a practical test of various unities of wearing apparel which have been adopted
for the military establishment. There
has been more or less criticism of
various things, such as the marching
shoe, the new leggings and the gauntlet. Some of the wearers of the army
shoe prefer a double sole, and others
a single solo. There is also a division
of opinion over the relative advantages of the commercial and the orthopedic types of shoes ;the latter,
having a square toe, is supposed to
add comfort to the shoe, if lacking In
style.1

The marching shoe has been pronounced a success, and much praise is
given it throughout the service. It
lias been practically decided that the
single sole answers the requirements
of protection to the feet and contributes to the durability of the shoe, the
objection to the double sole being,
that it is too heavy. The new legging Is a shortened article, without the
.straps under or the flanges over the
foot, which were always in the way.
It is expected to meet with approval
on further test. The glove will probably continue to be the subject of mild
controversy, since some people prefer
the close wristed variety and others
the gauntlet. There is something to
be said for both types. The coming
together of a large military lody and
the close association of the officers
are expected to settle for all time all
these minor questions of clothing
types.

5 a month.-

Only 5 down;

-

Afo

interest

University Heights improvem't Co.. 119 South Second Street
j

How to Exercise the

CASINO THEATRE

Bowels
Your Intestines are lined Inslds with
millions of little suckers, that draw the
Nutrition out of food as it passes them.
But, if the food passes too slowly. It
decays before it gets through. Then the
little suckers draw Poison from it instead
of Nutrition.
This Poison makes a Gas that injures
your system more than the food should
have nourished it.
You see, the food Is Nourishment or
Poison, Just according to how long it stays
in transit

They do not waste any precious fluid of
the Bowels, as Cathartics do.
They do not relax the Intestines by
greasing them Inside like Castor Oil or
Glycerine.
They simply stimulate the Bowel
Muscles to do their work naturally, comfortably, and nutritiously.
And, the Exercise thf.se Bowel Muscles
are thus forced to tur.., makes them
stronger for the future, just as Exercise
makes your arm stronger.

The

ALBUQUERQUE,
MONDAY,

f

Bowel-Muscl-

round-cornere- d

French-desifrne- d.

German--

American

e

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY,

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS

Dorothy
Cnllum,
Lena Hoffman,
Leonore Pearce, Beatrice A. Sleight,
Albuquerque; Belle Sweet, Cerrillos;
e,
Mabel Parks, Alice Legros, Inez
Ix)ttio Abraham, Dorothy Watson, Helen Utter, Silver City; Myron
Benedict. Irma Bell. Ruby Schlott,
Laura Hallock, Las Vegas. The cerSANTA
tificate in each of the above cases
are for five years. A number of them
were granted on condition of the applicants filing additional Information.
QUALIFICATIONS
UPON
DECIDE
The lioard is still in session and has
a large number of additional applicaNECESSARY FOR SECURING
tions to examine. '
MANY
PRIVILEGES

EDUCATORS

NEW MEXICO.

NIGHTS

There will be an entire change of bill on Monday and Tnursda;
of each week during the seaaon. Doors open at 8 p, m. Performance
at 8:30; matinee Sunday, doors open at 1:30 p. m., performance nt 2.
10c and 15c.
Matinee Pric-- s
15c and 25c.
Night Prices
Reserved Seats at O. A. Matson't.

KM

Cascarets are as safe to

Stock Co.

e

Clever Vaudeville and Moving Pictures, Frisco Disaster

M

The usual remedy for
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
,
use constantly as they are
1
IS BEQUEATHED $750,000. this delayed passage (called
to take.
pleasant
Constipation)
take
to
is
a
Cal.,
Fresno,
June 11. It has just
They are purposely put up like candy,
been announced that in accordance big dose of Castor Oil.
This merely make slippery the passage
with the terms of the will of Theoso you must eat them slowly and let them
dore Kearney, a raisin grower of this for unloading the current cargo.
go down gradually with the saliva, which
district, who died suddenly a short
It does not help the Cause of delay a is in itself, a fine, natural Digestive.
time ago, on the steamship Caronla, trifle.
They are put up purposely in thin, flat,
Ibound from New York to Queenstown,
more
It does slacken the
Ena.Tiel boxes, so they
his entire estate, valued at $750,000, than ever, and thus weakens them for
Is bequeathed to the University of their next task.
can be carried in a man's vest pocket, or
California, for the establishment of a
in a woman's purse, ail the time, without
Another remedy Is to take a strong
vlticultural station at this place. The Cathartic,
bulk or trouble.
PhosCalomel,
Salts,
Jalap,
like
Union Trust company of San FranPrice 10c a box at all druggists.
cisco is the executor of the will. The phate of Sodium, Aperient Waler, or any
of these mixed.
Be very careful to get the genuine,
will provides that in case of a conWhat does the Cathartic do?
test, the estate shall go to William
made only by the Sterling Remedy Comthe Bowels with a pany and never sold In bulk. Every tablet
It merely fluJies-ou- t
Alvord, who is dead. William H.
Crocker, James V. Phelan and Joseph waste of Digestive Juice, set flowing Into stamped "CCC."
D. Grant. No statement has as yet the Intestines through the tiny suckers.
been made whether the relatives of
the testator Intend to contest the will
CP" FREE TO OUR. FRIENDS!
or not.
But, the Digestive Juice we waste In
We want to send to onr friends a beautiful
BONBON BOX,
doing this today is needed for tomorrow's
in colors.
It Is a beauty for the
NEW BOOK PROMISES TO
cannot afford to
We
Digestion.
natural
stamps
is asked as a
Ten
in
cents
dressing
table.
BE OF MUCH INTEREST
measure of good faith and to cover cost ot Cascarets,
New York, June 11. A new book, of lose it.
71
tEls"35mty
loaded.
Is
trinket
which
That's why Cascarets are the only safe with
more than ordinury interest to stuSend
mentionlnt this paper. Address
Chicago or New York.
Company,
Kemedy
Sterling
for
bowels.
the
medicine
dents of American history and literature has just come from the press
of the Broadway Publishing company
runs, relay OPPOSITION TO RESERVE
in this city, and it promises to at- eludes various dashes, jumping,
and
high and broad
tract a great deal of attention, not races, field
events. Gold, silver and
IN OTERO COUNTY
only owing to its value from a literary other
point of view, its unique make up and bronze medals will be awarded to first,
event,
in
and
each
third
and
second
the qualntness of its illustrations, but
PEOPLE OF OTERO OPPOSED TO
also because of the historical asso- the American Athletic Union and
PROPOSED FOREST RESERVE,
Athletic Union rules will
ciations of the subject, the story of Catholic
The number
AND THEIR REASONS.
Pocahontas, so dear to every Ameri- govern the competitors.
of entries is very large and some fine
can.
The people of Otero county, especiThe work is by Virginia Armistead sport is expected.
ally of the Sacramento mountain viGarber, the renowned writer and poet, AMATEUR ATHLETIC UNION
cinity, are very much
over
'Pocahontas,"
and
anil Is entitled
MEETS NEAR WASHINGTON the proposed plan of alarmed
gives, in the form of an epic poem,
the United
11.
D.
The
Washington,
C, June
States government to create a forest
the history of "Pocahontas, the Princess of the Whife Feather." The look, championship games of the South At- reserve embracing the fertile lands of
which is handsomely illustrated by its lantic association ot the Amateur the Sacramento mountains in that
author, is dedicated to the Associa- Athletic Union will bo held at Ben- county. If the reserve is created as Is
proposed, it will mean bankruptcy for
tion for the Preservation of Virginia nington race (track, near Washington,
A silver loving cup Otero county, as thousands of cattle
this afternoon.
Antiquities.
by
will be contested for
the various and hundreds of ranchmen will be
GERMAN CATHOLIC OF
clubs and societies taking part in the compelled to remove from the county.
The championship
CONNETICUT MEET various contests.
The Lincoln
forest reserve has
Merlden. Conn., June 11. The an- is at present held by the Turn sec- about bankrupted Lincoln county. In
nual state convention of the German tion of the Baltimore Labor Lyceum. fact that county can hardly raise
Catholics of Connecticut opened Sat Contestants have been entered from funds sufficient to hold terms of disurday for a three days session here. the District of Columbia, Maryland, trict court, whereas before the creaDelegates representing; every parish North and South Carolina, Virginia, tion of such reserve Lincoln county
West Verginia and Delaware.
and every llomaii Catholic organizawas one of the strongest in New Mextion In the German districts of this
ico, because of Its financial standing
DO.
KIDNEYS
WHAT
THE
Yesterday,
state are in attendance.
and its taxable valuation.
religious services were held at St.
At this June meeting of the Otero
Unceasing .Work Keeps Us
Mary's church and in the afternoon a Their
county commissioners a fet of resoluStrong and Healthy.
business session of 'the convention.
tion were formed protesting against
In the evening, the delegates and
All the blood in the body passes the creation of such reserve in Otero
their friends were entertained by through the kidneys once every three county, and a copy of these resoluan
including minutes. The kidneys filter the blood. tions was transmitted to President
program.
elaborate
singing, music and nddropses bv prom- - They work night and day. When Roosevelt and to the Secretary of Ag500 riculture, and to the United States
inent members of the clergy. On Mon- healthy, they
remove about
day the St. rtonifacius society will grains of impure matter daily, when forester, nnd to our delegate in con-- :
celebrate its twenty-fift- h
anniversary, unhealthy some part of this impure gross, Hon. W. If. Andrews.
and the convention will hold its final matter is left in the blood.
This
In view of the fact that Otero cotin-!t- y
session. In the afternoon there will brings on many diseases and sympIndebtedness is fast disappearing,
be a parade and a picnic at Terrace toms pain in the back, headache, and the county affairs being in splenGarden.
nervousness, hot, dry shin, rheu- did condition, though a youn;; county,
matism, gout, gravel, disorder of the causes the people to view with alarm
BIG GERMAN FIELD EVENT
eyesight and hearing, dizziness, Ir- the plan to create a forest reserve,
BEING HELD IN CONNETICUT regular heart, debility,
drowsiness, which will practically take all of the
Merlden, Conn., June 11. The an- dropsy, deposits in the urine, etc. .county's richest and most
productive
nual Turnfest of the Connecticut But if you keep the filters right you agricultural region.
Turnbezlrk opened Saturday,
and will have no trouble with your kidIt is to be hoped that the plan will
will last three days. German gym neys.
be abandoned by the government so
nasts from all parts of the state are! Nazario Alarid, of Cerrillos Road, that the county can continue to adassembled here to take part in the Santa Fe, New Mexico, says: "I was vance and Increase Its taxable wealth
various athletic and gymnastic con- continually buying medicine for my and that the hundreds of prosperous
gests.
There will be a grand
kidneys.
None of the medicine I farmers and ranchmen may not be
Volkfest, with var- used hail the slightest effect on my molested or hindered by such forest
ious track and field events, popular kidonys or backache, at least I was reserve.
games, singing and dancing.
unable to notice any. When an atSaturday evening a leeeption to tack of bneknche reached the vidulent
Unknown Friends.
There are many peoplo who have
the visiting delegates was given at stage, I was compelled to stop work
Turner hall, on Pratt street, when the for an hour until the spasm disap- used Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera
was de- peared. When suffering from an at- and Diarrhoea Remedy wirn splendid
official welcoming address
livered. The Volksfest Sunday and tack I got Doan's Kidney pills. The results, but who are unknown because
the contests of today were lie!,) at remedy soon benefitted me In every they have hesitated about giving a
for
Lyra Park, ami the fest will end way and removed every symptom of testimonial of their experience
people, however,
with the distribution of the prize to kidney complaint. I heartily recom- .publication. The.-ar. n tie the less friends of thin remmend Ioan's Kidney Pills."
the winners in the various contests.
For sale by all dealers, price 50 edy. They have dene much toward
LEAGUE
CATHOLIC ATHLETIC
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo, making It a household word by their
HOLDS OUTDOOR MEET N. Y..-- sole agents
for the United personal recommendations to friends
an11.
The second
New York. June
States.
It Is a good medicine
and neitrhliors.
nual outdoor meet of the Catholic
Remember the name Doan's and 'to have in the liome and is widely
Athletic lX'acue will be held this
54
take no other.
known for Its cures of diarrhoea and
at Pastime Oval, Ninetieth
all forms of bowel tr.uMe. For sale
principals
in
program
The
of
iu
tho
ico
trust
street and Avenue A. The
by all druggists.
been
have
all
But
open
Cleveland
arrested.
to
the events, which are
course,
A Citizen want ad is a good
Cathof
they
take their arrest
members of the league and all
olic societies of Greater New York, in- - coolly.

Berber-Gros-

Automatio Phone, 292.

IN

1

OS USJ

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

HOLD

Cos-grov-

MEETING IN
FE

Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

BORRADAILE & GO. ,

Don't Dltputo with a Woman.
Especially, if gfae tellg you to order a
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Miake no excuae, Or you should forgot the order), that you could not
find It, for very first-clas- s
grocer
handles EMPRESS. You will lwy
find good bread, good biscuits, good
pastry and most Important of alL
good cheer to greet you when yoo
come 'home for your dinner. Try It.
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Emprtta of
all other.

AND(

.

TEACHERS

GET

HOW

DINNY FELL IN

WATER BOY HERO WAS MODEST
INi HIS OWN WAY WON A
The territorial board of education
MEDAL AND WILL REHERO
met in the office of Prof. Hiram Had-lesuperintendent of public instrucCEIVE AN EDUCATION.
tion, at the Capitol, Saturday morning, Governor Hagerman presiding.
The following members were present: Prof. K. J. Vert, president of the
at
New Mexico Normal University
Vegas; C. M. Light, president of
the New Mexico Normal School at
Silver City; Prof. Luther Foster, president of the Agricultural College at
Mesllla Park, and J. E. Clark, superintendent of the public schools at Albuquerque. Prof. Hiram Hadley, secretary or the board, was at his post.
The following business was transacted:
As an interpretation of that part of
tne law governing the issuing of territorial certificates to teachers, which
says "the qualifications of an applicant shall be equal to those required
of those who complete the full professional course In either of the territorial normal schools," the board
adopted the following:
Resolved, That a person having all
the credits in Group 1, and any four
credits selected from Group II of the
following list of branches, ehall be
considered as having a preparation
equal to that of persons who have
completed the most advanced course
of the Normal school at Silver City, or
the Normal university at Ias Vegas,
iu accordance with Section I, ol Chapter LXX11I of the Session I.aws of Special Correspondence.
Now York, Jnne 11. Dlnny Curtin
water oy for a gang of workmen on
Group I.
j;l) u the East river last summer,
Aii'hmetic Review, with view to iawas
day.
earning his 50 cents
teaching ID, geometry (1), bookkeep Nc n by a number of wharf rats,a
gramEnglish
(1).
algebra
ing
tenement
from the
district a,
mar review, with view to teac hing (1), were swimming about the salt smelt- History
composition anil rhetoric (1),
iug docks.
of English
literature ami Knglish Some of the older members swam
and American classics (2). United too la' out into the stream, and two
States History ('"I. Civics iVi), Gen- little girls. Hi! la Jacobsou and lluloa
eral History til, Physiology and Hy- Kin, were caught by tlie sw ift running
giene (Vi), Bo'any Ci), Physical tide. The other children screamed
Geography Ci), Psychology (1), His- land run away.
tory of Kducatlon, including (U,),
Dinuy
Curiu's
instant
In one
School Management (Ms), General freckle d face struck the water and in
Method i'ii). Special Method In Read- 'another lie bad lit tit? Hilda by tho
ing. Geography. Language and Spelland was dragging her to tho
ing, and Primary Arithmetic (1), Ob- hair
hank. The Els girl was nearly
river
(
).
servation ( 'i ), Practice
dea l when the water boy brought her
y,

Cvriin

j

bii.-ll-

c'uii-Idr-

en

C.-i- ),

'

Group II.

to land.

Latin (2), 3 or ill. Spanish, (2),
"In the name of God, how did you
German 12). Trigonometry (Vi). So- 'get jour shirt so dirty ' asked liin-ny- 's
Vi), Geology
ciology ('.), Filiies
aunt, when ho went home to
Ci), Knglish Misery (Vi), Chemistry supper.
(1). Bookkeeping
off the clock," said he.
'i fellDinny
Twenty-seve- n
school
months, of
Is known on the Uist- Now
four weeks each, of successful teach- 'side us Mr. Daniel Curtin. He wears
ing, will be accepted In lieu of the a fine bronze Carnegie hero medal on
half-yea- r
of observation, and the one his coal, and be Is going to be a civil
year of practice teaching specified un- engineer
in a few years, for Carnegie
der Group I.
'has given $2.f'00 to be applied to his
A creiiii shall consist of five recitaeducation.
tions a week for a period of thirty-si- x
Prac- weeks, or its equivalent.
Pi. Bayard, N. M., June 4 Sealed
tlce teaching shall be construed as proposals in triplicate for Installing
consisting of actual teaching In au s:m and vacuum chamber and extenelementary school under the super- - sion of water system brie, wl be
vlsici.i of a critic teacher.
until 11 a. in.. June IN, limfi,
Territorial Certificate Granted.
Information furand then opened.
A part of the forenoon session was
nished on application. I'. S. reserve's
spent In examining questions prepared the right to accept or reject any or all
by the different members of ithe board proposals or any part I hereof. Kn-- i
for the; examination of teachers. The velop. s containing proposals should
board then tool; up the consideration be endorsed "Proposals for Installing
of applications male for territorial sand and vacuum chamber and extenteachers' certificates, and passed fav- sion of water system" nnd addressed
orably upon the following: Blanche to ("apt S. P. Vestal, Quartermaster.
Irene Perkins. Krtia May Fergusson,
o
A Ci'Jzon Want ad does the work.
Elizabeth Tvlfer Acnes Clelland Me- -

'.

el

117 Gold Avenue

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N.

Highland Jersey Dairy.

have capital.

SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
1500 S. B'way.

MAUGER

W. E.

WOOL

with Mauger

Avery, Boston

&

Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.

ALBUQUERQUE.
MERCHANT

N. M.

TAILORING

UP8TAIRS,

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.

My merchant tailoring shop lg upNo. 209 West Railroad ave-

stairs over

nue, where

the public.

I

solicit the patronage of

All work guaranteed

The business man, in
order to get along, must

GOOD MILK AND CREAM.

Colo, phone, 21k. 89.

M

It is also necessary
that he have credit. Credit conies
You cannot
from acquaintance.
get credit, at the bank unless you
are acquainted.
When a man starts a lank account, he and the hanker become
acquainted.
He establishes credit.
A bank account is a help in more
ways than one. The banker takes
an interest In you; lie makes it &
point to see that his customers are
accommodated. There are times
when a man wants credit. It Is
well to be In a position to get
credit when you want It.
Start a bank account witn us.

first- -

oF

COMMERCE
class, as I have had fifteen years' ex- THE BANK
perience in the business. Suits made
MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
injure tho cloth. I ja dies' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
to order. Give mo a trial.
One new No. 8 Smith Premier,
O. BAMBINI.
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiere, No. 1;
FIND THE CHICKERINli iTURE
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
Wlierever you go, you will find the
tabulator; 1 No. S Dentmore, (alg
piano store that represents Chlcker-lnmost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
& Sons to be the best placa to
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
look for pianos of less expensive
1
Fox,
(almost new); 2
grade.
1
Densmore, No. 4, (alThe namo Chickerlng is iu Itself
most
new.
almost a guarantee of that store's
The above machines must be
methods. You may safely depend upon
sold at once, to make room for my
Its advice as to the other tnaRes It
new stock of Underwood typehandles. In New Mexico tho Chickwriters. Wo guarantee these maerlng is represented solely by
chines to be Just as represented,
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
and they can be bought at real
bargains.
Call-graph- s;

MONTE

CARLO

G. S.
401

The undersigned has opened a first- class saloon, name of which is the
"Monte Carlo," at 115 V. Railroad avenue, and Invites the public to call
and see him. The saloon will be, cons
order, and the
ducted in
nest of treatment accorded patrons.
A tlno free lunch will be served every Saturday night.
L. YNDA.
first-clas-

The picnic baskets for tale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
are indispensable for outing parties,

-

o-

TAKE

A

PLUNGE

in the
SWIMMING POOL.
Open
504 North First Street.
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.

Dally,

RAMSAY,

Weit Railroad Avenue.

KILL the COUCH
AND

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's

WITH

Discovory

Nov

ONSUMPTI0N

fohC

OUGHSand
OLDS

Pries

60c $1.00
Free Trial.

bureat and Uuitkent Uur (or all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

ALBUQUERQUE
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It begins to lie credible, the
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Business Manager

President

TO

old
trans-

Glimpse of Grovth

From Mr. Frunk Wbert, general Immigration agent of
the Santa Fe Cenlrnl ana Assistant secretary and treasurer of the Central, the Albuquerque Eastern and the
Pennsylvania iX'velopment company, who was In the city
on Friday, The Citizen obtained some interesting information concerning tho Estancla valley. ,
There Is no part of New Mexico, with the exception
ot our own immediate surrounding valley and masas, Id
which Albuquerque Is so deeply interested, and there is
none other in which the development has been so rapid,
and so truly astonishing.
Only yesterday, as it were, what is now called the
Estancla valley was but a collection of sheep ranges-valua- ble
for the number and products of the animals and
extent and excellent character of the
wide
for the
ranges; but will: the sparse population and primitive
character of improvements characteristic of sheep coun
tries everywhere. Today, It. is In the formative stage of
agricultural country.
H, rapidly growlv.5
What has miule this change? The railroads. Estan
cla valley had tre same climate, the same soil, the same
underflow of water, the same advantages in the gifts of
nature which it today possesses, and it had these from
the earliest settlement of the territory; yet it had become noted only for the number and value of lis sheep
walks. The raihonds came and "nehoid the change.
Torrance county has within its borders more miles
of railroad than any o l.er county within the territory,
and they have ail come within the last Ave or six years.
The El Paso & Southwestern runs from the southwest
northeasterly.
The Sar.ta Fe Central, taking them In
the order of their coming, runs from north to south, the
crosses thu county from west to east, and
Helen cut-o- ff
Eastern will develop tho county's
the Albtiquerqn
northwest section The.i, too, these various lines Intersect one another Thess facts about the railroads amply
explain why the dormant advantages of the country have
lb suddenly sprung Into v'gorous activity.
Then, too, the ror.tls have not only thus intersected
T"mnce county, hut they are actively engaged In decontains nearly l.OiXt.noo
veloping it. The EstancU
acres of valuable land, and the roads are letting the land
hungry people of America know that fact. They are also
s.
enabling the pec pie to go there and see it for
On the first an tMrd Tuesdays of each month,
homeseekers' excursions 'a t. run from Chicago and Kan-Cltand it may l.e well liel lived that they do not come
empty of passengers.
In the three days immediately preceding Mr.
Dibbert's visit to Albuquerque, 06 settlers had arrived In
the valley. They are the very best class of desirable
fanners practical nnd intelligent, and they are coming
from all sectlor.s of the country. A few examples may
be given. E. G. Groves came from Wichita, Kas., with a
party of twelve. He will engage In the cultivation and
Ha has settled between Mcmanufacture of brooms
intosh and Moriarity, aud ulready has a crop of broom
corn planted. On Wednesday night a party of 36 arrived
from Oklahoma and Kansas. A Mr. Winkle of Algona,
la.; has settled at Ant5?lo,n Springs, and has already
commenced building. Tin general practice Is to come
out, view the country, enter a homestead, return home
and as soon as possible come back with their families,
stock and farming Implements, many even completing
their. car loads with vanors kinds of supplies. Thursday night a partv of seven ri rived with J. B. Asher. He
had lived the last seven jears In eastern Washington,
where land could be got'P'i a few years ago for $1.25 per
acre, but Is now selling for $20 and upwards. Three separate parties have arrived from Columbia, Mo., and have
begun to put In fruit In the Manzano Canyon.
But these must suffice by way of Illustration.
The
fact Is that the whole coi:n!rj is settling up with astonishing rapidity. At Mctii'osh the land has lieen taken
up to the very footHIK and a towa has been laid out at
the Mation, many lets havin;; been sold. The fine country litween Moriarity and Frost, twenty-twmiles along
the line of the Albuquerque Eastern, is also being settled In anticipation of the completion of tho road at an
early date. Th's movement towards Albuquerque, Mr.
Dibert thinks, will inevitably be extended till it spreads
over the mesa east of this city and overflows into the
Albuquerque valley.
The town of Estancla Is responding promptly to the
growth of the cot ntry. The sale of town lots has been
quite large. Boring for artesian water, permanent fair
grounds, race track, electric light plunt and telephone
exchange are things talked of and several of them have
gotten as far as company organization. The foundations
have been laid lor a $3,000 Methodist church and the
lumber for its building is on the ground. The Baptists
have the foundations for a $2,000 house of worship. The
county commissioners have Instructed the clerk to advertise for the sale of $12,000 in bonds, $7,000 of the proceeds to be used to bulid a court house. The town has,
two livery stables, half a dozen stores, two schools, with
another badly needed, for the 271 pupils now enrolled;
y
Masonic lodge. le Valley Hotel of wo stories, a
cement block store building, a 75,000 kiln of brick,
and the wool trpde. which amounted to nearly $2,000,000
last year, bids fair to largely exceed that sum during the
present season.
Such is a mire outline of the wonderful development
of the Eatancia country, with which the completion of
the Albuquerque Eastern will place this city In intimate
connection.
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Denver News: The Australian
pension com$2.50 per week to every British white subject of the commonwealth who is
or im.
if permanently disabled. Exceptions are made of those
worth $1,650 or who have $1110 a year of independent Income. New Zealand and the Mates of New South Wales
and Victoria have such acts r.i force, with a total of
pensioners. It is estimated that it will require
per milium for all Australia.
old-ag-

mittee recommends paying
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Socorro Ch'eftain:
Governor Hagerman is very
hopeful of statehood, as Is indicated in his recent address at. Raton, popular sentiment iu New Mexico probably warrants the governor's hopefulness. The voters
of this territory will probably favor statehood under any
reasonable condiiions. Unless there has recently been
a remarkable chr.nge in public sentiment on t hat uihject.
in Arizona, however, the Joint statehood proposition Is
pretty sure to have rough sailing over there.
Lurdshurg Liberal:
According to the report of Voluntary Weather Obeserver Maboney, there was no rain
here the last month. This is the first calendar mouth
since April, 19o6, when there has been no rain reported.
The year I'.'oS wi3 the only year In which it rained every
month in Iordsburg for the past ten years, unci the
time from April, 1904, to May, 1!HI6, was the longest period In this time, during which It ruined every month
hern. It is probable that Iu order to even up affalrj we
will now have a long stretch of dry weather.
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snying, that the way of the
gressor Is hard.
COMING GREAT BATTLE IN NEW
The rich, especially, had come
BETWEEN NATIVE
ENGLAND
to ieel that for them there was GIPSY MOTHS AND PARASITES
practical Immunity; money and the
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Special Correspondence

:

Washington, D. C, June 11. Extenthere are some score of people who a twelvemonth since
are planned by Sec-r:awere rejoicing in reputations which seemed both solid sive experiments
Wilson, of the agricultural de-pand brilliant, but whose record now ranges all the way
tnieut, to determine how best the
from contempt to Infamy.
larmcrs and manufacturers
of the
fires
What has happened to these people is that the
I nited Statea are to take advantage
of public indignation have been kindled against them of the new free alcohol legislation.
"In my opinion," said the secretary,
and their fair fame Is scorched and withered.
It is not that any new light has been thrown upon "this Investigation should be thorough
include, for Instance, a study of
the moral quality of their conduct. They knew as well and potatoes
grown in Colorado. Maine
the
a year ago that the things which they were doing were and
states where white potatoes
wrong as they know It now. Wlhat they thought was growother
abundantly, a study of the sweet
that nobody cared very much about such misdoings; that potato and the yam, the cassava and
s
the public mind was so saturated with greed and.covet-ousnes- the coo.itie in the south, a study of the
ry
al

We have the Best Suits a Ten Dollar Bill ever bought.

1

Many

a Man, in looking at our lines of Suits at this price, has said:
"Well, I never would have taken them for Ten Dollar Suits."
We don't do much blowing snout
"Cheap Clothes," but we can give a
man a suit for Ten Dollar that will
do more than he'll expect it to do, and

It will also bring him back when he
wants another suit at a medium price.
The fabrics, the cut and the tailoring
of these suits Is right in every detail.
We guarantee It and that always
means here

FILL HIS SOUL

with satisfaction
If the

MONEY BACK

Ten Dollar Suit Man

IF

YOU WANT IT

will come here, we will

do business in short order.

such conduct as theirs sorghum plant, through tho central
portions of our country, a study of
would be severely Judged.
There was the stalk of the Indian corn In pracFine Clothing and
This was where they miscalculated.
Fine Clothing and
The tically all parts of our country, and
Furnishings
more conscience in ithe land than they supposed.
Furniihings
g
a
study
of the possibilities of proiluc-inpopular wrath has been heated far hotter than they ever
directly
sugar
alcohol
from
the
dreamed that it could be.
beets In California, Michigan
the
The fact Is that the reaction of public opinion against other parts of the country, and
where
tare have been made, and as fires dur
creed and Injustice is sure to come. No matter how rich. sugar beets grow in abundance.
Experimental work should be ione ing the summer, when bo much innor how strong, r.or how adroit the plunderers may be,
Cottonwood
stuff from
the moral sense of the nation will finally rise against towards adapting a small still to the flammable
use of localities. Many farmers seem trees Is floating around, aro rather
them and put them to shame.
dangerous and minutes aro valuable,
Men may prosper by injustice and greed; they may to think that the alcohol can lie made so
that the Santa Fe officials should
upon
the
farm.
practicis
This
not
the
may
placate
they
crowd;
win the adulation of the
see to it that the rules governing the
able.
church and tho college by liberal gifts, but the day comes
Wonderful things are predicted from crossing, and the expedient clearing
when out. of the teoral thought and feeling of the multi-thud- e the new free alcohol legislation.
In to the crossing,' when the department
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
a Judgment seat suddenly emerges and they are Germnny the consumption of denat- Is there, are complied with.
dragged before it. and damned.
ured alcohol in l!to3, amounted to
EASY TO REACH.
yesgame
The 1all
at Traction Park
God is in His world. He lives chiefly in the mora! 73,635,249 proof gallons. It has been terday forenoon between the Santa
RELIEVES PAIN.
feelings of men, r.nd he reveals himself there as a con- growing there by leaps and Umnds. Ke shop's office team and the freight
suming fire; of that revelation the insurance robbers and Five years ago it was only 55,303,617 office team, resulted in a victory for
BUILDS
UP THE SYSTEM.
I he oil
mngnntea and the meat packers have now some gallons.
the former by a score of 12 to 6.
Denatured
will be used In
alcohol
CURES RHEUMATISM.
clear knowledge.
this country In thy manufacture of the
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
It la a great vindication of the morality of the uni- following:
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
verse that we are witnessing; but after nil it is hardly
Anallne colors and dyes, hats, stiff,
CURES DIABETES.
enough. It convinces us of the might and the justice of silk and straw; electrical apparatus, WANTED A grocerynian, at the
Jaffa grocery store, at once.
God's government; It does not illustrate the efficiency of transparent soap, furniture,
picture
CURES
four-rooINDIGESTION.
our own government. That these great malefactors are moldings, burial caskets, cabinet work, WANTED To rent three or
house,
family
of
passenger
furnished
ears,
organs,
pianos,
whips,
enough,
but
CURES DROPSY.
under the ban of public sentiment is true
toys,
three; no invalids. Address, Box
goods,
lead pencils,
they have not been made to feel, as they should, the force brushes,rattan
73.
wagons, IkjoIs and shoes,
of our own laws Some of them have lost their lucrative smokeless powder,
fulminate of mer- FOR SALE Home ice plant ; capacity
positions; not mar.y of them have been punished for their cury, brass beds, gas and electric light
is one ton of Ice per (lay; refrigACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
s
crimes.
erator in connection. In
fixtures, various kinds of metal hardCLASS.
condition. Tony Michelbach, Old
It is not a wl olesome condition of things which per- ware, incandescent mantels, photoTown.
as those which we have been wit- graphic materials, celluloid aud simmits such expos-feilar compounds.
nessing within the last year to pass without the imposiSee Santa Fe Agent for round
Cotton growers of the south are takSTAGE TO JEMFZ SPRINGS
tion of an exemplary punishment on those who have been
ing
lively
a
interest
rates, good for thirty days.
promise
trip
in
the
of
exposed.
Government is not thus strengthened in the certain foreign experts,
say they
The undersigned is prepared to
confidence and affection of those on whom it must mainly can, with txyo alcohol, who
make cotton make trips to and from the celebratI
rely, the poor mini and the common man.
into silk or convert It into something ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any in- 2
that so nearly resembles silk that they formation desired can be secured
V
A. 000C000XC0XXXXXXXX
can't be told apart. Senator Tillman from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
has in his committee room a sample Railroad avenue.
of the new silk made of cotton, and
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
those who have seen it have only
A. C. Biiicke and
, HOLLENBECK
iira
words of admiratioa for Its soft tex. John S. Mitchell
gloss.
ture
and
HOTEL AND CAFh,
beautiful
Presi Bulletin 235.
Invite their friends to make
The ibulk of the denatured alcohol
New Mexico headbetter than ever.
Dealer in
0 OOOCKCKXXXXCKXXXX0XX0000 OOOO made in Germany is used for fuel, light
A lamp Is made with a ALL KINDS OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S
quarters at
A ttudy has recently been made of the underground and heat.
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES.
Location convenient and demantle which produces a
THE HOLLENBECK HOTEL,
v.aters In the most populous and flourishing part of the Welsbach
very strong, steady and high grade
sirable. New Mexicans spendLos
Angeles,
Cal.
Utah
valleys
a
of
Utah,
All
Specialty.
i'his area includes the
state of
ing the summer on the beaches
light by the use of alcohol. Experi- First Class Repairing
Work Guaranteed.
Your friendship and patronage
lake aud Jordan river, where Salt Lake City and Prove ments have been made testing thiB
are welcome to feel at home in
is appreciated.
cur hotel when visiting Los
the first and third cities in the state, and many other lamp against the most Improved patCourtesy
No. 103 North First Street.
thriving settlements are located. Agriculture is the main tern of kerosene lamps with round
and attention to guests
industry of the people In this region, although many of wicks and equal candle power, it was
is a pleasure
All depot and beach line cars
found
gallon
a
that
of alcohol would
them find employment in the several smelters at Bingto us.
stop at the Hollenbeck door.
keep
the
alcohol
lamp
burning twice
ham Junction ar.d Murray. Water for Irrigation Is supas many hours as would a gallon of
Albuquerque Business College.
plied 'by mountain streams, and Intensive farming Is suc
kerosene burning in the most approved
OPENS
cessfully pursue''. The practice of Irrigation was begun patterns of kerosene lamp.
Monday, June 4, 1906,
by the Mormon i ioneers in 1817, and has been discussed
Here is where John D. is likely to Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
in several publications; little attention, however, has come in for a Jolt.
Graded and High School Branches
Alcohol has been used successfully
been paid to the underground water resources, and the
$10.00 for ten weeks.
in
Germany
11.
gasoas a substitute for
Rishardreport on that srbject, just published by G.
Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Geo. S. Ramsey
In
line
Manager
EMANCIPATOR
Proprietress
son of the Unite! States Geological Survey, should, Some) motors and power engines.
lines
pure,
is
it
used
ami again
410 West Railroad Ave.
therefore, be very acceptable to those Interested In this it Is
part
mixed with a quarter
Rasolegion.
line to aid Ignition. Experiments
Before discussing the underground water conditions have shown that the operation of the Always Something
Doing
Nothing of late years has taken so
of this area Mr. Richardson describes Its topography and engine with this mixture is perfect.
much work from woman's shoulders
Nine ft was estimated by experts who tes
ciralnage, its geology, climate and hydrography.
AT THE
as a gas rangt? it killed drudgery at
photographic plates and five diagrams serve to illuminate tified before the congressional coma single thrust.
mittee that 3011,0(10 gasoline motors are
his text.
With antedated coal, what useless
The drainage area of Utah lake and .Ionian river cov now used In the United Siates, with
work: Coal had to be carried in.
the
rapidly
on
number
the
Increase,
are
2,600
3.300
square
miles, of which
ers appi jximately
Then (ires fussed over, coaxed, poked
the last year seeing an addition of no
and rekindled. Then ashes had to be
tributary to Utah lake and 700 to the Jordan, north of ness than 100,000.
gotten up, sieved and carried out all
the Traverse mountains. The underground water supply
These engines are adapted to farm
work and waste, too.
In the valleys o! Utah lake and Jordan river is main
use for pumping water, cutting feed,
Cook with gas and keep your kitchen
tained by the snow aud rain that fall on their drainage filling silos, threshing grain, und many
clean, cosy; save time and worry, and
areas. The sources, distribution, quality, an dreeovery of other purposes. The principal objec
cash, besides.
these waters are considered.
Most important Is the tion to gasoline is the danger from
Glad to show you our ranges, at the
chapter of suggestions, with which this part of the report fire. A gasoline fire cannot be quenchElectric Building. Cooking demonstra-ioned
by
fact,
In
water.
water
scatters
closes.
Tuesday afternoon from 2:30 to
it. Hut
t o'clock.
It is stated that a higher degree of efficiency In the out with an alcohol fire is easily put
water.
use of the water ti sources of the valleys might be mainIt is figured by the experts in Washtained. Storm waters might be conserved not only in ington that the cost of the denatured
large Impounding reserviors but in small ones built at alcohol, even If made from corn at 42
many localities in the mountains. Storm waters might cents a bushel, will not be higher than
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
also lie utilized by diverting them to spread over u large 2o cents a gallon. Other experts say
CORNER 4th AND GOLD
area. Instead of allowing the run-oto escape rapidly in that denatured alcohol can be made
the natural channels. Storm discharge might be less- for a little over 14 cents a gallon.
ened by planting trees and by protecting the watershed
from fire, liimher'rg and grazing. More efficient conduits TWO FIRfcS IN GUT
Wholesale tiquo: and Oar Dealers
should replace crudely constructed ditches. Loss occurs
&
HOUSES ON BROADWAY
by allowing artesli.n wells to flow when the water is not
Agents
O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
Exclusive
Yellowstone
for
and
needed, and the wells should, therefore, be capped or the
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
DESTROYS BARNS OF T. F. SHIN-ICwater collected iu resrvolrs.
uplands
Water for the
Joa. Schlitz Milwaukee Buttled Beers, and owners and distributors
AND D. G. MILLER
FIRE
should be drawn from the creeks, and the water of the
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
DEPARTMENT HELD AT SANTA
wells, either (lowing or pumped, lie used In developing
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, ill South First
FE TRACKS.
Street, Albuquerque. New Meilca.
the lowlands. Seepage from the greater use of creek
waters on the inland would Increase the available unFire,
12: oil today, destroyed a
derground supply In the lowlands. The upland water sup- barn at at
HJ7 South Hroadway, belongply might 11N0 l.i' increased by the development of ing to T. F.
Shinick. The barn, which
springs, by tunneling into the mountains, and possibly was destroyed, was valued at $loo,
NO. 118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
by the const ruction of surface dams and Infiltration galwith the contents valued at $200, they
a
fay,
also bcinn completely destroyed. At OOOC)CXDOCOOOOOOOOOOCXXXXJ
leries at
mlilo localities.
The oicui'i'iTces of unrcrounri waters west of Jordan the same time an outhouse at til1;!
SCREEN TIME
rU'T, east of Jordan river, and In Utah lake valley, are Hroadway. belonging to 1). G. Miller,
Is here. Door and Window
considered in detail by Mr. Richardson. The report closes! also caught fire and was partially destroyed, being damaged to the exscreens made to order.
with a descript'en of the method by which wells are tent
$X .50
Per Gallon
of $ tu. No insurance was carALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
measured an.i a list of typical wells in this region. Per- ried mi either of the
burned outhouses.
Special Price on Large Orders
sons desirous of having a copy of this useful report It is thought the tire originated from StOOOOOOCOXXXXXXXXlOCJOCOOOOC
should make apo' cation to the Director of the Geological boys smoking cigarettes iu the neighDelivered to any part of the city
Survey, Washington, D. ('., for Water Supply anil lrriga-- t borhood, although some attribute it.
to spontaneous ccniliust ion. caused by
Ion Paper No.
"7.
the sutis rays beating down uHn a
eoiriiLii i' iron roof over the barn.
riione Col), lied 92
Cocktails and Dresses,
!
bus just been decided by a sapient l.os Angeles
A Mn.ill tire, yesterday,
some
did
judge that when a woman enters a cafe to order crackers damage to un outhouse near the corand el se as the prerequisite to obtaining u cocktail, ner of liailroad avenue and Arno
G.
&
rii,, department started upou
mid when in t
it from the point of supply to street,
the point of demand the waiter stubs his toe mid unloads a quick run to the scene of the conSole agents for Casino Canned Goods
the inspiring concoction uxm her new summer dress,' flagration, but upon reaching the
Sam a IV tracks, were forced to come
Jas. Ikekin & Co.'s Coffees,
thereby cheating her interior economy at the expense of to
M(tiM'&r.s.5't(j-''s5- i
a dead halt and await the leisurely
!
1'i r exterior one, t,he constructively violates the license
Granite Flour.
departm,. ,,f a lengthy freight train
law and cannot ci me Into court on a claim of Indemnity that
blinked the crossing, instead of
because her skirts are not clean. In other words, If with catting the train in two, as they
Low Rates to New Haven, Conn., ana
e
Khonld
prechicane a woman orders any
have done, those in charge of
Return. Tickets on sale June
scribed stimulant for her gastric system, she must be re- 'be a in merely gave the engineer ii
Groceries.
1. 2. 3 and 4.
Rate
sponsible for any catastrophe that occurs In transit.' signal to jrt) aheud, and the departTills Is a tevr but, perhaps, timely pronouncement, and ment was held for several minutes, Large. Mry Rooms. Prces Very Res Ilillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
SG305
long i nougji though, to let a house
sonaVe.
Khauld be kept in mind by the Albuquerque fair ones who
Karth.
bin n down, had it been a serious fire.
Call at Ticket Office for full par
are arranging to
the summer in southern
This
not the (list, nor yet the secMRS. OWEN DINSDALE,
ticulars.
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
ond time, that complaints of this n;t- Proprietor.
South Second Street.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
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Cleveland Leader: The most successful money-makin- g
corporation ever organized is not imposing at bay.
It Is disgusting to read of putty
for the sake
of unlawful favors from railroad employes. It is nauseating to contemplate so vast a corporation fighting so foul
a battle against comparatively Insignificant refiners of
petroleum. There is no grand strategy of trade, no bold
leadership in Industry. The Standard does not appear as
a giant in enterprise and initiative, but as a careful and
unscrupulous reaper where others have sown she seed of
Industrial and commercial succets. It is a pitiful picture of smallness in great iower and meanness i:i immense wealth.
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Fraternal Brotherhood Party.
YesiiTday, about 200 members of
the Fraternal Brotherhood lodge, In
City Council Listens to Consulting
Wa have just received Ta
the largo picnic wagons and in other
conveyances,
canyon,
and
Hear
visited
large shipment of
ImmediMeeting-Urg- es
Report
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Wo guarantee our line to
lodge, and it seemed that every one
V Saturday's adjourned meeting
My son. If sinners entice thee,
..." ,' council, held for the purpose necessary to have pumping stations, engineer, returned to the city yester- represent the best workman-shi- n
who attended It went out in the canthe city
consent thou not. J'rcv. 1:10.
of enK,neerg and flremen, day, atter a lengthy sojourn in the
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ton said that he could not give out
the name of his prospective purchaser
'but It was a fact that the offer had
been made and refused.
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HOW SUNDAY IS

CITIZEN.

LOVES HOME BETTER

OB- -

SERVED IN LORDSBURG.
There was a man from the Gila in
town, Sunday, who did not know that
tho town had reformed, and kept the
Sunday law, says the Lordsburg Lib
eral. At home he is so far from
temptation that he eats his meals
with only a normal appetite, but. when
he comes to town he wants all the
frills of civilization. He came down
town early for his morning's morning,
and to his surprise found the doors of
the saloon closed and locked. He rattled on the door, knocked, and cried
out: "Open the door; it's me." Several citizens were watching the op
eration, and kindly advised the "Gila
Heathen," as one of them called him,
Sunday
that ithls was a
observing town, and no one could got
a drink on the first day of the week.
The man from the country concluded
that a man might as well live on the
Gila as In iAirdsburg, as far as enjoy
ing the blessings of civilization were
concerned.
WILL CELEBRATE THE
FOURTH OF JULY.
Eatancla will be as patriotic as any
of the towns in the territory this
year, a great Fourth of July celebra
tion now being arranged for, says tne
News.
At on informal meeting oi
several of our citizens, it was de
and a com
cided to ihave a blow-oumittee started out to see what could
we.e
be raised for the purpose. Tn
not long in securing sufficient sum to
make the affair a success, and witn
what will be still added, the Fourth
will be a great day In Estancla.
Arrangements are now under way
to secure a good band, good speakers.
nnd entertainment generally, a teei
and several sheep will be barbacued
and together with refreshment stands
the inner man will be wen taken care
of. A base ball game will in all probability be arranged, and foot races,
sack races, and similar sports win in
all probability be added to the hilarity
of the day. J. F. Lasater has asked
us to announce his challenge to Dr.
Dabney, Judge Nesbltt and Matt
Freilinger for a fat man's race. If
this Is accepted it will iprove as much
sport as anything imaginable. Fire
works of various kinds will be pro
vided for, the night.
g.

t,
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HARDER SHE TOILS
MME

SARAH

WRITES

of ILiniments

AUTHOR OF. THE. "HEAVENLY. TWINS."
MARRIED WOMEN TOO
DAY MATRIMONY
SHE SAYS.

GRAND..

ON MODERN

EXTRAVAGANT,

(England is alarmed because in In- creasing numbers the young men fall
to wed. There are girls by the million, young men w ho are able to sup- port wives, seemingly as much desire
to lo happy ns ever, and yet the
marriage rate grows steadily less.
Madame Sarah Grand was asked for
her views on the matter.)
My Madame Sarah Grand.
Written for The Citizen:
Matrimony is less popular because
of the growing selfishness of a certain section of both sexes. They argue
that they have a better time spending
their money on themselves. As a rule
only those women belonging to the
idle and affluent classes refuse to
marry.
There are women who become cynical on the subject of marriage. Then
there is a type of woman who does
not want the cares of a home. To her
marriage is distasteful. I believe that
even the woman of this temperament
would marry If she got the right man.
Again, married women are becoming so extravagant anil selfish that
bachelors are afraid to marry.
which prevails is
The
doing incalculable mischief. .My im- nression is that women receue jui
enough education o render them Conceited, and not enough to teach them
what a little they know. What couiu
he more absurd than the methods ot
those who have taken a college course
for six months? The result or rnis
sort of thing is that a girl acquires
a smattering, which makes ner ex
ceedingly aggressive to every one.
At nrMPnt wn annear to tie in
transition state. Our ideas are un
There has been too mucn
settled.
exaggerated talk in the newspapers
about the misery of marriage. The
majority of couples jog along pretty
comfortably. It may be that in the
distant future the laws of marriage
will le altered, but If they are I am
convinced that women will not benefit by any change that may be ef'
fected.
A business career does not spoil a
woman for tho home. Working women, like myself, are very domesti
cated. I am most particular concern
ing the manner In which my house is
semi-cultu-

re

ordered. I won't have a finger-mar- k
on my old Chippendale. This reminds
me of a peculiar Incident. A ladv who
was almost a stranger to me called on
me one day, and glancing towards a
window, exclaimed:
"How beautifully kept your curtains

are!"

I asked If there was anything ex
traordinary In this, whereupon she
observed:
"I should never have thought that
you were the sort of a woman to care
how your house looked!"
It is my experience that the aver
age individual has no sense of pro
portion. If you are engaged In some
kind of occupation, people conclude
that you do little else that you work
for eighteen hours and (deep for the
remaining six. The truth is, that the
harder a woman toils the more she
loves her home.
I am an advocate of matrimony.
It
is essentially a woman's place to get
an agreeable man 'o do everything for
her that he possibly can.
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A QUICK HEALER
WHEN APPLIED TO CUTS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

IT IS

Ppr

PAINS
AfTLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUB HARD.
DEEP-SEATE-

CURES QUICK BECAUSE
IT rENET RATES QUICK.
NO PAIN SO DEEr THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
and ROUTED BY THIS OLD
TIME-TRIEREMEDY.
GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS, AND ALL OUTWARD AILMENTS of DOGS

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.
23c, 50c. and $1 a BOTTLE.
HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for
& HARNESS SORES.
RIN'C-BON-

E

SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

TAKE

NO SUBSTITUTE.

GREATEST

EMERGENCY.

LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.
QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.
The POOR MAN'S DOCTOR
FOR ALL INSECT BITES.

IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS

OF ANY KIND.
POSITIVELY Cures PILES
HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OVER
SIXTY YEARS.
GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF PAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.
NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FC'Ii
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

KEEP

ITWinilN

REACH.

FOR RHEUMATIC PAIN'S,
INFLAMMATION, STIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.
A FEW DROPS,
A FEW RUBS
AND THE TAIN IS GONE.

YOU COULD'NT BUY A

BETTER LINIMENT IF
TRIED IT'S THE
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.

YOU

GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.
CURES SORE THROAT.
PUT A TEASPOONFUL IX
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER & GARGLE Often.
ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE

WITH THE LINIMENT.
TRY IT ON A SrRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.
MECHANICS NEED IT (K
THEIR WORK BENCH.
FOR PAINS ACHES
SORE MUSCLES.

THERE
GOOD.

AND

IS NOTHING SO
RUB IT IN WELL

of our
Forefathers.
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The Very Best Remedy for Bowel
Trouble.
Mr. M. F. Borrougns, an old and
well known resident of Bluffton. Ind.,
says: "I regard Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
very best remedy for bowel trouble.
I make this statement
after having
used the remedy iu my family for several years. I am never without it."
This remedy Is almost sure t
be
needed before the summer Is over.
An Alarming Situation
now,
be
buy
It
'prepared
and
Frequently results from neglect of; Why not
digged bowels and torpid liver, until for such an emergency? For sale by.
druggists.
constipation oecomes chronic. This all
I
o
condition is unknown to those wt
use Dr. King's New IJfe Pills, the; "For the life of me I can t see why
best and gentlest regulators of Stom-- a poor man lets himself run in debt."
"Neither can I. And I can't see
ach and Bowels. Guaranteed by all
why anybody idBe lets him."
druggists. Price 25c.

makers have nothing to fear from
the pure food bill. It has been framed
so that it does not interfere with their
trade names or compel them to pub- lish their secret formulas. All the bill
alms to do is to keep disreputable
persons from putting on the market1
concoctions of alcohol and opium or
cocaine, labeled as some harmless and
healing vegetable compound.

1
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NO AMERICANS IN
'I

COLD STORAGE

JAIL AT CANANEA

Is a luxury every one cannot afford, but with a

But Those Who Incited Riot
Will

REFRIGERATOR
You have It in

BALDWIN

Be Jailed If They
Do Not Leave.

COtONr.L GREENE

J. D, EMMONS, the FURNITURE MAN
BOTH PHONES.
AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

CORNER COAL

NOW AT BiSBEl:

STREET

.AGE SEVEN.

Guarantee
WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL,
Any part falling by
means of defective
material or workman- ship will be made good
without expense to the
owner, Irrespective of i
nuai.ijr.
u.i,
,0 prices, you can't beat our on the
saiin. grade of gcods.
Our repair shop is In the hands 0f nkllled men and is equipped with
all necessary appliances for doing the hlehest ffm,i nf
t.i
hoist? ring, trimming and painting. Ring up. write or call

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER

quired as to his health, that he never
felt better, and that he had had no
serious physical 4roublc.
Colonel Greene left Cnnanea ThursTHIS CHANCE TO SEday morning. He returned 4here on
Thursday evening. Of conditions In DRUGGED AND
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
R0" PED OF
CURE BARGAINS IN
Cannnea he said they were orderly to
the fullest, extent, "just as Hisbee, trr
THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSDouglas," he declare I. Neither Is
FER STABLES.
i
n
e
s
s
a
prospect
there
r
h
N
that this condition will A NEW MEXICO STOCKMAN FELL Horses and Mules Bought and Exchange. Matters are well in hand and
changed.
IN WITH THIEVES AT KANSAS
SADDLES
trouble over. The la:ter has been
$the
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
V
CITY.
VI 71
me case all of this week.
Second Street, between Railroad and
"There are several things I wish to
John Cavin. n stock raiser from
Copper Avenue.
say."
he replied to a query put. by a Lake Valley, N. M., was drugged and
L P ROBES
C
newspaper man. "One of tiiem is that robbed by three unknown men
ELITE CAFE
at the
there was not this morning a slncle James street viaduct, on Twelfth
AND ETC.
American in Jail at Cananea. The street, yesterday morning, at 3:50
GOOD
TABLE BOARD. $4 A
several who were arrested for carry- o'clock. He was found by a policeing weapons In the streets were all man and taken to the general hos- WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
special
prices on this line of goods
We are offering some very
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
released yesterday and on previous pital.
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
days. However, there are liable to
He said he and threo other men
be more arrests of Americans as it were drinking pretty freely. To
has been announced that all who may- them he had money, he drew ashow
CO.
roll
STEAM
CARPET
be found remaining In Cananea whom of bills containing $300 from an InCLEAN ?.0 X
it can be established were engaged side pocket In his coat. He rememTHORNTON iho Clomrer i
in inciting the insurrection
movebered nothing more until he came to
Cleans
ythlng.
He Is Hie
querque. The excessive amount of ment will be arrested and placed In at the hospital and found his money
Moving, pack. X
Furniture Mlan.
Incp onrl
freight traffic that Is being handled Jail. This warning was giveen Thurs- gone. Kansas City Times.
plng.
unpacking and T
.hps "
settlnir un. and Is no unstart nt Y
this year Is causing an unusual de- day morning and those who iheld it
CAMP BIRNIE ITEMS
the business. There Is no other
mand for engineers and firemen. Now and leave Cananea will display wisAnother thing is that the miners
Just Thornton. Both "Phones.
that summer is coming on the demand dom.
Camp Birnle, June C Miss Cora E.
737 South Walter Street.
for extra men is much greater on ac- are rapidly returning to work. Hundreds
gone
of
them
have
to
back
work
Blood
count of so many of them wanting
and Gloversville, N. Y. and Miss
in
In
the
mines
couple
the
last
of
Rachel
B. Green, of Albuquerque, have
leave of absence during the summer.
days. The trouble is over and it is been spending some
at Camp
generally realized. On the whole. 1 Blrnie. They returnedtime
COLTON, CAL., AFTER
to the city
TRADE OF SHOPMEN believe that the camp will come from this week.
PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND
Earl U Knight, of the Santa Fe
A dispatch from Colton, Cal., says the brief encounter very much ahead
Miss Jessie King, of Rogers Park,
BRUSHES.
engineering
civil
department,
is about loO Sanita Fe shop men from In Its physical and moral condition, Chicago, is sojourning at Caimp BlrLeather, Harness,
Saddles, Iap
spending a few days in Albuquerque. San Bernardino held a meeting at through the fact that it will be rid nie for summer.
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palcity hall of Colton to ascertain of all disturbing elements and will be
the
'Mr. and Mrs. Davis, of Albuquer- metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
C. W. Cook, traveling freight and
kind of treatment they would able to go ahead with confidence and que, are at the Kinney ranch, near stops leaks. Cas'n paid for Hides and
pasenger agent for the Santa Ee in what
receive from the local merchants. every assurance of future peace and Camp Birnle,' for the summer.
...
VT
t
Pelts.
l
n
,
quiet.
"aa KUUU ,l rA aso on Representative business men and
Will Phillips and his friend, Goss, are 408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
business.
"Regarding lurid reports telegraphzens ot Colto mK tfle ulleKaUon As
spending their vacation at Las Moya,
ed
over
or
a
country
during
the
the
willingness
near
token
first
shopto aid the
Camp Birnle.
W. H. Daum, the Santa Fe's pop- THIRD STREET
of the insurrection, based on
uar agent at Holbrook, left the other men in a financial way, a very sub days
NOTICE
wild
rumors
in
FOR
circulation,
few
of
was
amount
PUBLICATION.
raised and turn
day for Atchison, Kan., where he will stantial
over to the committee to be ustnl which had the slightest foundation, I
marry Miss Mary Rose, the daughter ed
(Homestead Entry No. 5956.)
say
as
they
wish
to
report
official
saw
the
that
fit.
of a wealthy trunk manufacturer.
The following resolution was intro- of Governor Yysabel when prepared Department of the Interior, Land Of- All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May 12,
will set them at rest."
Steam Sausage Factory.
by E. K. Van I,uven:
duced
Railroad men on the Mexican Cen1906.
We, the citizens of Colton extend
tral are raising a purse for the deNotice is hereby given that the fol- EMIL KLEINWORT. .
Mr
Ttnmiiini at hap nnrlnn "V
fense of Joseph Searcy, who Is now the men here present and those whom
low,nS named settler has filed no Masonic Building, North Third Street.
In jail at Jiminez for killing a Mex- they represent, and their families, a 209 West Railroad avenue, is' pre tice
cordial welcome at all times, whether pared to give thorough scalp treat proorofin his intention to make final
ican. He claims self defense.
support of his claim, and
as citizens or In whatever ment, do hair dressing, treat corns
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She that said proof will be made before
F. M. Kissinger, who has been emcapacity they may come to us.
fHvpa maKMjra treatment anrl manlmip tJie probate
clerk at Albumiernne.
THE CELEBRATED
ployed as foreman of the locomotive
R. J. Martin, chairman of the meet""'y
viz.:
'".
iue,
carpenters for several years past, at ing, appointed J. W. Brink, W. W. ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation1 "w.
- of Laguna.
Valencia
J"n- G"nnNeedles, has resigned, and he and Wilcox, M. Solamon, D. W. Willets of complexion cream builds up the
M
his family left for Kansas City, Mo.
' for tno nortl
and Wm, Anderson of Colton as a skin nnd improves the complexion, funty-committee to meet with the commit- and Is guaranteed not to be injuri he northeast quarter of section 26.
,own6n'P
A. J. Bishop, formerly Santa Fe tee of shopmen,
north range 6 west,
M.
Vickers, S. ous. She also prepares a hair tonic
agent at Raton, N. M., and a brother-in-la- Ughtfoot, B. Q. T.
that cures and prevents dandruff and to He name th.e following witnesses
Jackson
E.
C.
and
of Mrs. W. A. Parr of Wins- - vross, to
prove, hIs, ,contins residence
nlans for rpsldinc- nair falling out; restores life to dead
low, spent a few days there, and left and tradingfurther
and cu,tIvailon of said land,
hair; removes moles, warts and su- In Colton.
uir noiurooK, to taiie tne position of
perfluous hair. Also a face Dowder.
night operator.
WELLS AND SPRINGS
?,' C,;
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile
Di U,,e,t
Bottled In Bond.
"
Pradt,
T
REPORTED DRY. cure. All of these preparations
It Is reported along the coast lines
purely vegetable compounds. Have"
that John Denair, for many years dl- - All the Wells and Springs from Three Just added a vibrator
machine for!
vision superintendent of the Santa
mvers to Duran, on E. P. & S. W.
treatment of scalp, face and cure of
Fe, with headquarters at Needles, Cal.,
Dried Did Earthquake
wrinkles.
It is also used for r'neuma-tism- ,
it your stomacn troubles you do
has resigned, and that J. Klnucan,
Distillers.
Cause It?
pains and massage.
not conclude mat there is no cure, for
formerly trainmaster here, but now
Since the recent San Francisco
FRANKFORT,
KY.
great
many
a
been
have
permanently
located at Point Richmond, Cal., will earthquake very nearly all
If you knew the value of Chamberthe wells
cured by Chamberlain's Stomach and
succeed him.
'and other places of water along the lain's Salve, you would never wish to Liver i ablets.
Get a free sample at
be without it. Here are some of tne
1 as
& Southwestern,
any drug store and give them a trial.
Ira Lee. formerly
employed at
MELINI & EAKIN
diseases
for
which
is
valespecially
it
Mv
10
non
Winslow, as a machinist, has been Vf'
uable; sore nipples, chapped u'ands, They also cure constipation and
hve
Sole' Agents.
"P- there the past few days, settling up , ' "
burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic
m- - wan?r i
ury sore
the affairs of his father's estate . Ing up,
""'"Ji
Albuquerque,
eyes,
N. M.
itching
piles,
rheum
salt
there was once a volcanic
The picnic baskets fop dale at the
I nomas tee, who
died
about four
and eczema. Price 25c per box. For Mcintosh Hardware
Automatic Phone, 199.
"
company's
store
"j
u6u. mi, rte nas returned to
ja.a
by all druggists.
are indispensable for outing parties.
Tucson, Ariz., where he works for the!, ma"y, ?lles of ,eartn belnE covered iale
now known as the malpals.
'.,v
Southern Pacific.
In thut region, where once molten
According to reports brought to El lava
RIONECR BAKERY
from the bowelB of the
Paso through Mexican Central train-- eal tn- - tnerf are still many crevices
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
-RE-FOEmen, Roadmaster Mulkey of
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
the nlan' feet wide and In many places
Cuernavaca division, was recently at- -, "?f "arth cracks are bottomless. The
WEDDING
extinct crater is still in evidence,;
CAKES A SPECIALTY.
tacked with knives by Mexicans, who
had been discharged, at Balsas, and and can ,,e readily located by anyone
We
patronage and we guardesire
seriously Injured, but his wounds are f:iniHr with that locality.
COMBlNtS
antee first class baking.
n account of the water disappear- not regarded as fatal.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.
TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
'nK 'n that region the El Paso &
LENS.
The
Lordsburg
says: Southwestern isobligedto run water
Liberal
NOTHING TO BKCAK
TOTI A OK? API
Lordsburg is not the only place where trains from Alamogordo
other1 APAKT OK INTERFERE
the railroad company is slow in re- - points, where there is an and
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
WITH
abundance
THE
building after a fire. Two years ago of water, and this may cut consid- Grain and Fuel.
,
SIGHT.
t his spring the depot
ANUFACTLVED ISY THE.
and express of- - arable figure in holding the
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
Paso &
fice at Nogaies were burned, and it Southwestern division at thisEl place
and Cigars. Place your orders for
as'
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
was only last week that the express well as retaining considerable
mis line with us.
shons
ALBUQUERQUE N.MLX.
office got moved into the new build- - here.
.mi-- Mi
m imii Jirenire3imMiBtntWWqfiMTr?gr?wr3
vnm-ing.
stdm-Tmnn
a
j a ii- i ufdp ,
I
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FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
Gf rural Batldtng Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquettt

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

Bain and Old
Hickory Wagons

It
and

Thos. F. Keleher

ask
that you give
oaance
us a
to figure with:
you.

J.

me

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

l'f

v':

drlr
T,""

i

T',
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TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

'

S,J

Jric

"hed

PRESCRIPTIONS

M

'

The damage suit of A. E. Barlletti
ifo tkn
l'l i ssi ct ooutn western, was
mo t,i
placed on trial before a jury in Judge
Goggins' court at El Paso, Saturday.1
Bart let t Is suing for the loss of an eye,
which occurred while he was working
in Hie shops of the defendant com- pany at Douglas.

on...

jr

The electric crane lately installed in
he Santa Ke shops at Needles ls
proving itself to be one of the greatest labor-savin- g
conveniences vet
l'liced in the Needles shops. The heavier paits of the locomotives are picked up with ease and carried to whatever place wanted with good speed,
thus saving time and labor.
A. Mellvaine has filed suit in
the
federal court at El Paso, against the
Mexican Central for $2,0o(i, alleging
that recently, while en route to Jim-iheMexico, from Juarez, with his
wife, the conductor caused them great
inconvenience and damage, from the
effects of which his wife subsequently k d
tiled, by failiiiK to put them off at their ' Rfl

miiLW'JJilJB

mss

i,

'1Mmini

office

of

Bales

SlI

""""

iw:.

iC- -

.

Wootton

HOUSE

PLANTS

A

&

Myer,

Real Estate
AND

IRRIGATING

SPECIALTY

RENTALS

Ranches

MOVING

and

Farms

PUMPS, TANKS
Correspondence Solicited.
123 8. Third St.,
AND WINDMILLS 5
j ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M
STEWART'S STEEL LAWN FENCE. WCOXOOC)CXX)CXX)COCXXXXXX)i
Lead Avenue and First Street.

Cor.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

H. SHOEMAKER

L.

General Repair Shop.

A. Lucero

Furniture packed and crated; gaso

lino and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton'o drug Btore, SoutU
Third street.

UP TO DATE SIGNS
208 WEST SILVER AVE.

0. W. Strong's Sons

A. E. WALKER,

STRONG BLOCK.

rifte

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at 217 West R&llro&4
avenue.

UNDER TA KERS

9

M.

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

1

N. Second St.. Both Pbonss.

(psjdjBBJJJIpmfiSMBMgiBasj
---

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, an4
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North. Broadway, corner of Wash
I
ington, avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

MONUMENTS
201-21-

wip

I

-- a-

t-

LL--

XJ

sJP

JJV1

l

CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3

General Contractor

,

eZZVzmUiJ?

j j j

A. D. JOHNSON

T
VKtswrmh.

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE,

i3 31 rsiles sou

f

of The Atchison. Tooeka

Cut-o- ff

Santa Fe Railway

AJbuquerque N M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
and points ea?t to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
UlneM tDi

f

th

Southwestern passenger department
established a new record, last Thurs-tlatlniiJK the hipxe.st day's business
In the history of the road In Douglas.
Owing to the beginning of the summer rates e;ist and west many Douglas people lefi for various parts of
the country, and the proceeds of the
tickets culi) at the local depot exceeded l,5ni.
The Needles correspondent of the
Pan Bernardino Times Index, says:
M. P. Cheney, mad foreman of endues on the Arizona division, has
been very busily occupie I for some
lime pa.st acting on the Uard of examiners for the examination of firemen for promotion. The examination
have been held at Winslow and Albu- -

mimij.

Located on the Been

iUU

Ariz.,

m

A

203

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

z.

Ktaiion.

-

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

BIFOCUES

1

iKiugias,

S CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque

WE FILL

,'the

ine

KORBER

al

the--co-

.

quality
ia

iprlce

you
what
want, we

Meat Market

T

Spring Wagons
Buggies and
Carr ages
Harness and
Saddles

r

xxxxxxxxxx
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Works

A!bqrss,

r"

TOPICS
oooooooooiogoo

T

R. P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; Saaftlan
Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron FromU
in
Buildings.
Hplrm on mining mnd mm Mmehlnory m Bpmclmlty
foundry east side of railroad track.
n. u.

"AEjf
6 J

RAILROAD

1

This Strong!

four children to support this accident claim has been a
source of great comfort to me during my sickness and
enforced Idleness.
Again thanking you, I bpg to remain,
Very truly yours,
JOB SCH. MITT.
P. S. Mr. Sclmitt was severely scalded by tho bursting of an immense vat in the local brewery some five
months ago. He carried ti $1,000 policy which cost him
but $29.20 per year and provides $,1,000 In case of death
and $5 n week in case of sickness or an accident and
hhould he live twenty years about the entire amount paid
In will be returned to him.
F. B. SCinVENTKER.

Colonel W. C. Greene arrived In
Bisbee, Thursday afternoon, at 1:55,
on his private car. says the Evening
Miner.
With him was Private Secretary Montague, from Nhco; V. H.
Urophy accompanied the colonel to
the city. Arriving here the party re
paired to the Copper Queen Hotel,
wnere luncheon was had with several
friends who came in.
Colonel Greene appears well and
strong. He stated to those who in-

ONE SUMMER
Is worth the iprlce. Call and ask to
see the Baldwin Dry Air Clrcula'or.

CITIZEN.

Albuquerque, N. M., June 5, 1906.
Mr. F. B. Schwentker, Manager Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Compuny, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Dear Sir: I wish to thank you very kindly for tho
check for $98.57, which I have today received from your
company In full pnyment for my accident claim. My
only regret is that 1 did not apply for a $2,000 policy
which would have given me $10 per week for tho last
twenty weeks instead of tho $5 per week which I am receiving under the $1,000 policy. I can certainly recommend your company, to all working people especially, as
my experience fully demonFtrates the value of your combination policy. For almost five months now I have been
unable to do any work whatever and having a wife and

YOUR OWN HOME
At a very small cost.
And the convenience for

EVENING

MW,maf.

etc.
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LlMITFO FXPREST MAIL

ND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE

with beautiful lak

20 feet wide

OUTE

offered

are In l&e center of the city, well grsded. (many of them Improved by cultivation)
yard. iru atorf hartesa atiop. etc. etc. Also a flret-clamodern hotel.

W.LL

GO OVER

no i aod or gravel.

ad public park and grand old shade

trees; public school aoo.e, eoet- Roller mill, capacity, 160 barrels d.lly; large winery; tare aoteli,
It. import.ncess.gr
commercial railroad city in the near future cannot e estimates.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND
We need a

Ortt-cla-

bakery, uilor ahop. sboe house, Jeweler, plumbing skos.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY
PAYMENTS: TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO
SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

C2

Th& BeleM

JOHN BECKER , President

to..

Yvivx.

2ESae

esa2S,r'
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mHlrtti-r-
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rraw

lsat2
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DEEDS

Town and Improvement Comsnm
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,
i3jtjrjtx, secretary tiy

PACE EIGHT.

ALBUQUERQUE

PERSONAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
tonight
Scattered
thunderstorma
nd Tuetday, except fair weather In
of
territory; cooler
southwest portion
n northeast portion tonight.
ARRIVAL

OF TRAINS.

Following van the 4 o'clock report
f I lie arrlvnl of Santa Fe pasnensrr
rains:

KEEP YOUR FEET COOL AMI AVOID THE DISCOMFORTS
OF TUB HOT SEASON. OUR LOW SHOES OTLL DO THIS MOST
EFFECTIVELY, RESIDES GIVING YOU LOTS OF STYLE AND
WEAR THEIR TRICES ARB UUT
INSIGNIFICANT, AS COMPARED WITH THEIR ADVANTAGES.

No.
At : 30 a. ni.
Two Sections of No. 7
No. i) Aliout cii time.
No. 4 On time.
No. 8 On time.
1

Warren
for

1

Graham was

H:4.i

a

a. ni.

passenser

Ikmallllo thU morning.

Attorney Summers Ilurkhart went
to Bernalillo this morning on law
He returned this afternoon.
Gus Klrchner, who visited his sis
ter al lxs Angeles, has returned to
the city.
Regular meeting of Woodmen's Cir
cle tomorrow nfternoon at Odd Fel
lows' hall.
J. II. O'Rielly left thU morning for
Roswell on business for the Oceldental
Life Insurance company.
Captain W. H. Sleight will leave to
night for Iavenport, Iowa, to visit
with friends and relatives for a few
litiM-nes-

MEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS, LEATHER SOLES
$1.50
MEN'S VICI KID OXFORDS
$1.75, $2.25, $3.00 and $3.50
MEN'S CALF OXFORDS
$2.25, $3.00, and $3.50
MEN'S PATENT COLT OXFORDS
$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00
WOMEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS
$1.25, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.25
WOMEN'S KID OXFORDS
$1.50, $1.65, 2.25 and $3.00
WOMEN'S PATENT KID OXFORDS
$2.50, $2.75 and $3.50
CHILDREN'S OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS $1.00, $1.40, 1.75 and $2.00

I

wees.

8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at P. F. Trotter's
grocery store, axe sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we al
ways procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are re
liable and personally guarantee them

F. F. TROTTER
X

vu.V.-.i..".'1-

r-

'

Nob. 118 and 120 South Second

-

GEO. W. HICKOX.

street

T. Y. MAYNARD.

The Hickox - Maynard Co.
Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.
NEW MEXICO'-

-

LEADING JEWELERS

THE ARCH FRONT.

STREET.

SOUTH SECOND

Tasty Fountain Beverages
We always knew we made good soda water. We had
a pretty good opinion of our ice cream too. But when
we see the continued Increase In the amount of
these good things we sell, we are Inclined to think
that other folks think them good also. Do you? Try
It, you'll see.

-

J. H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists

-

Barnett Building

j

CEMENT, - SASH,
Doors, Glass, Paint and
REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

LUMBER,

-

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

EVERITT

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

AVE.

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

The ladles of Temple Albert have
indefinitely
iKBtponed
the social,
which was to have been held on Tuesday, June 12.
Mr. and Mrs.

Frank ffc'laney, of the
Graham Bros, club restaurant, left this
morning for a month's outing In the
Jemez country.
At West's bowling alleys on Gold
avenue last Saturday night, la. U. Al- bers smashed all records by making
the high score of 246.
Mrs. F. L. Walrath, of Wlllard, is
spending the day In t'he city visiting
and shopping. Mr. Wialrath is a clerk
in the Willard branch of the John
Becker company.
Ambroslo Arniijo, who was on the
sick list the ipast few weeks, has re
turned to his duties as clerk at the
store of Borradalle & Co., on Gold
avenue.
Passengers from the south this
morning report extreme heat at El
Paso the past few days. It wad reported by some that the thermometer
reached 112 degrees in the shade yes
terday.
The west sidewalk on South Fourth
street, between Sliver and iA'ad ave
nue, is in a very dangerous condition
Numerous complaints are being made
relative thereto and something should
be done to remedy the defect.
company, to
The Bittner-Stamday presinted The Citizen force with
one of those large, juicy watermelons
which the firm received from Texas
last nieht. The boys did Justice to
the fruit and even sighed for more.
C. A. Boetger, proprietor of the Sun
nyside resort In Old Albuquerque, has
sought relief from his debts through
the courts by a petition lor bank
ruptcy. The petition declares that his
liabilities are $1,428.33 and that his
assets are $1,278.
J. W. Anderson & company, the new
grocery firm in the Reynolds UlocK
in the Highlands, wish to announce
that particular attention will be given
to 'phone orders. Tnelr phone num
bers are Colorado 'phone, Red 28, and
Automatic, phone 483.
A. E. Coyn, the well known train
dispatcher
for the coast lines at
Wlnslow, Ariz., Is in the city on hs
way to Chicago, where he will spend
a deserved vacation. Mr. Coyn was
being Introduced around yesterday by
his friend. Conductor 'I nomas.
Judge Ira A. Abbott, District At
torney F. W. Claucy and Court Shen
ographer Harry Pitt Owen, went to
Gallup this afternoon on the Callfor
nla limited for tne purpose of holding
a social term of McKlnley county
court tomorrow morning. The district
attorney was accompanied by Mrd,
Clancy.
Edward Nichols and James Grimes
the convicts who escaped from the
territorial penitentiary last week by
riding out of the penitentiary yard
in a car of brick, are still at large
and apparently havo made good tnelr
esoape, in spite of the fact that Cap
tain Fornoff and a squad of the tern
torlal mounted police have been
searching for them.
County Superintendent A. B. Stroup
has secured Prof. Rupert F. Asplund
of the university, and Miss Elizabeth
Willey, of the city schools, as his as
8lstants in conducting the Bernalillo
county teachers'
institute, which
convenes in the Old Town school
house a week from today. The lndl
cations are that the attendance at this
yar's Institute 'will bo larger than
ever before.
Dr. and Mrs. C. F. Copp will leave
Thursday niuht for Silver City, where
.Mrs. Cop) will visit her parents, but
the doctor, with a party of friends,
will make a trip into the Mogollon
country, where thev will fish and hunt
for a few weeks. During the absence

BOYS WASH SUITS

ill

All the newest novelties in
Wash Suits for Boys.
up-to-d-

J

Dr.B.M.Williams
.DENTIST.

Boys' Russian or Sailor Blouse Suits, 3 to
8 years; brown linen

SI. 75

Nobby white mercerized Russian or Sailor
to 8 years; $3.25 and
Blouse, 2

S3.50

-2

TO

E. L. WASHBURN CO. IH3

cheapest

and best In town.
AN OPPORTUNITY

i
I
i

DISPLAY OF OUR OUT
ING SUITS. SEE THEM
The line includes the most

a

complete assortment of patterns
we have ever brought to town.
Coats are skeleton lined, allowing
perfect wormanshio and fit. Pants
made with peg tops and turn up bottoms

Fine Shoes

1

TO KEEP COOL.

IN OUR WINDOWS
A COMPREHENSIVE

i

Prices Range from $6.50 to $20

London Club

MVERY COMPANY

SIMON.
STERN
U7s Railroad Avenue Clotliier

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
The Store for Style, Service
Saving
and

Special Attractions in Our Juvenile Department this Week

o

The ladles of Temple Albert will
give a social on Tuesday evening, Juno
12, at the vestry rooms of the temple.
Everybody cordially Invited to attend.
WANTED.
For Zoological Parks.
antelope, beaver, otter, wild
turkeys, blue loco, and mountain top
knot partridges, fox and black squir
rels, blue cranes, wild swans, geese
and ducks: and all sorts of wild ani
mals and birds. Write and tell me
what you can get. Dr. Cecil French,
Naturalist, Washington, D. C.
STAMPING

DONE

AT

PRICE THIS WEEK, AT MRS.

HALF
WIL-

SON'S.

o

WANTED
AN
EXPERIENCED
DRIVER. SAN JOSE MARKET.

CHILDRENS' STRAW SAILORS.

MEN'S

YOUTH'S TWO- PIECE SUITS.
e
Choloe of any
suits,
that sold from $7.50 to $11, at the
special price of, per suit ....55.bt

To make a rapid selling, we have
placed on sale our stock of
Straw Sailors at 20 per
window
cent
reduction.
See
display. Picnic Straw Hats, at
each
15c
Chll-dren-

two-piec-

s'

TRUNKS, SUIT CASES AND
BAGS.

O

The largest line of Trunks, Suit
Cases and Bags shown here. Call
In and look at our assortment before buying. Prices always the
lowest. Genuine Fiber Gross Suit
Cases at $1 each. Just the right
weight for a lady.

BOYS' AND CHILDREN'S WASH

SUITS.
We have placed on sale our en-

tire stock of Boys' and Children's
Wasu Suits, at 15 per cent reduction.

AND

See window display.

Whitney Company

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.

FLOUR MILL FOR SALE
Machinery,
complete,
Including
bailer and engine, for
roller
flour mill. Address, Martin Lohman
Las Cruces, N. M.
ROLLER

See the picnic baskets In

tosh

Hardware

company's

window.

the

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

Mcln

display

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,

for

X3,

$1.25.

We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped In here
s,
from the cast, together with
for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screen doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to S2.25, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.
o
The picnic baskets for tale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company't ttore
are indispensable for outing parties.

H5,

XX7

40 J, 403 North First Street

South First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

trim-mine-

PROSPECTIVE

Whitcomb Springs DellgMful sum
mer resort, It now open to the public. Good roomt, good meals, every
thing clean and nice. Bring your
families and come out and tee us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.
o
See the picnic baskets In the Mcin

tosh

company't

Hardware

S. T. VANN, 0.

FIRST ESTABLISHED

D.

Eye Sight
Specialist

SjcjX
'

I

. .

H

' :

I

OPTICIAN

I

NEW

I

-

(
I

IN

MEXICO.

BUILDERS.

Remember, Eureka la the only lime
sold here that will not pop, crack or
Mister In the wall. See that It U
specified In your contract.
HAHN & CO.

display

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.
IVES, THE FLORIST.

i

Glasses fitted for relief of poor
nervous
vision, headache
and
Appointments
strain.
made at
Vann's drug store.

fflaZ' l)V

iv;'Av5
.

rk ifvV

PRESIDENT OF
NEW MEXICO

OPTICAL BOARD.

I

company
Mcintosh
hardware:
J.
Successors
POST

to E.

& COMPANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
DSO900O0D90CC0O

Adams & Dilgard

amawawaaaaamamumsiau

BE SHOWN

...LOST..

To any man who doet not Inspect our tine of Outing Suits,
after Inspection doet not conclude to buy one, at they are and
the

WM. CHAPLIN'S

'

aaaasswaaammamtaasimm

1

R.R.

'4

SI.50

MONDAY, JUNE 11, 1906.

Is

ate

Boys' Russian Blouse Suits, 3 to 5 years;
fancy colors; only

ASK
I 19

-

window.

1-

Wt Gold

CITIZEN.

his dental parlors will
be closed, and those wishing his services should see him ncfore Thursday
of this week.
Mrs. W. If. Greer 'has returned from
her visit to Chicago. The lady stated
yesterday that her stay In the big
city was most enjoyable, and the
weather, with the exception of a
Office over Mandell's on Railroad
couple of days, was all that could be
between First and Second
desired. Mr. and .lrs. Greer are stop- avenue,
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a. m., 1:30
ping nt the Alvarado.
to S p. ni. Auto 'phone 203.
Miss Margery Miller, sister of Mrs.
Angeles, who Is
T. C. Beattle, of
Dr. Williams has practiced his pro
quite well known In Albuquerque, fession in lAa Vegas for the past
passed through the city this morning seventeen years.
en route to New York, where she Is
called by the death of a sister. Rev.
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
n former pastor of the First
AND EXCHANGED
Presbyterian church, of Albuquerque,
is now the pastor of one of the large
Association Offloa
Presbyterian churches of Los AnTransactions
geles.
Guarantied
Today Is Memorial day for the I, O. ROSENFIELD'S, 1 1 8 W. R. R. Ave.
O. F. lodge the world over, and tonight, the Albuquerque society
will
observe the event by attending In a
body services
conducted especially
SHOE STORE
for the ccasion, at the Ixad avenue
Methodist church. Rev. Rollins will
speak, taking "The Resiponsibilitlesof Men's, Women's
Friendship" as a subject. A cordial
Invitation Is extended to all who may and Children's
,
care to attend.
No. 121 West Railroad Avenus.
Two Albuquerque ladies recently
went to Gallup to explore oil nil lea- Hons near the Carbon City. Thev re- urned very enthusiastic over the pos
sibilities of that section, bringing
several pieces of stone chipped by
No. 424 North Second St.
heir own hands, which pieces, on the
application of a match burned quite
reely, without being consumed. They SANITARY BOARDING
STABLE
also had several glass fruit cans filled
with a fluid of dark molasses color
F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
and consistency, supposed to be crude
oil, which they
themselves dinned Colo,
Auto., 311.
phone, Blk. 35.
from small depressions In the rock
t Is understood that the ladles in
end to make some filings on their
own And.
1. F. McCanna, manager of the
wenty-slxtannual territorial fair,
eft last Saturday night for the east
on business and pleasure.
He will
first go to Kansas City and Chicago,
and from these two cities visit the
several carnival companies and other
attractions, operating in nearby towns.
In the hope
somothing
f securing
real good for the local fair. After
spending a week thereabouts, he will
et. ri .( t tn X. 111. Vnrl, ntnl ..,. onir
LADIES' AND MISSES' SUMMER
er.al ntrshin invpntnrn with
ho '
CAPS.
has had some correspondence during
the past month. While in New York
We have a large assortment of
he will visit. Coney Island and other
Ladles' and Misses Summer Caps,
resorts. Before returning to the city,
Mr. McCanna will visit his old home
In the very latest styles.
As a
at Oswego, N. Y. He will be absent
special Inducement for one week,
about a month or six weeks.
we have reduced them to the very
low price of, each
50c
Ulack Cat stockings wear longest
and save you lots of unnecessary
aarnlng. We have them In 'black,
BOYS' WAISTS.
white or tan, for men, women and
children. Prices range from 15c to
We are showing a large assort50c. C. May's Shoe store, 314 West
ment of Boys' Waists, In Percales,
Railroad avenue.
Ginghams and Fancy Madras, at
NOTICE.
25c
the low price of
Owing to the removal of the jfnce
of tho Albuquerque Traction company,
car tickets will be on sale at O. A.
Matson & Co's. and Sturges' cigar
stand.
of Dr. Copp,-

LOCAL. AND

EVENING
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Funeral Directors
Embalming
Cor.

Is
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